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TO TEST THE HYPOTHESIS THAT CULTURALLY-BASED WAYS OF
LEARNING AND COMMUNICATING MIGHT HAVE IMPLICATIONS FOR
TEACHING, AN ANTHROPOLOGIST AND A BEHAVIORIST CONDUCTED BOTH
FORMAL AND INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS AND INTERVIEWS IN FOUR JOB
CORPS CENTERS AND TWO VOCATIONAL HIGH SCHOOLS, ONE WITH A
STUDENT POPULATION OF 86 PERCENT WHITE AND 14 PERCENT NEGRO,
AND THE OTHER ALL NEGRO. THE STUDY POPULATIONS WERE
INVESTIGATED IN TERMS OF FORMAL LEARNING, INFORMAL LEARNING,
AND TECHNICAL LEARNING TO DETERMINE WHETHER VARIOUS GROUPS OF
THE POOR UTILIZE THESE TYPES OF LEARNING DIFFERENTLY AND IN
DIFFERENT FORMS AND WHETHER ETHNIC LEARNING STYLE MIGHT BE
DEFINED BY THE PATTERN OF UTILIZATION. NO SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCES IN LEARNING STYLE AMONG THE ETHNIC GROUPS WERE
DISCERNIBLE. THE LEARNING OUTCOMES WERE RELATED TO FACTORS
SUCH AS TEACHING STYLE AND NOT TO ETHNIC BACKGROUND. HOWEVER,
THE PROPORTION OF NEGROES IN A GROUP SEEMED TO INTERVENE IN
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TEACHING. WHEN THE PROPORTION WAS LOW
THE INTERACTION RATES WITH OTHER MEMBERS WAS LOW, AND
STEREOTYPED BEHAVIORS, RHYTHM, SLOWNESS, DOCILITY, AND HIGHLY
SLURRED, DIALECT SPEECH WERE EXHIBITED. WHEN THE PROPORTION
WAS HIGH, THE INTERACTION WAS GREATLY INCREASED, AND
STEREOTYPED BEHAVIORS WERE REPLACED BY HIGHLY POLITICAL,
POWER7CONSCIOUS ONES. THE TEACHER WAS ALSO MADE TO FEEL THE
POWER OF THE GROUP. IT WAS RECOMMENDED THAT SPECIAL ATTENTION
BE GIVEN IN STAFF TRAINING TO PROBLEMS CREATED BY ETHNIC
PROPORTIONS, AND DURING THE FIRST 30 DAYS, AN EFFORT BE MADE
TO HELP RURAL CORPSMEN ACHIEVE GREATER VERBAL PROFICIENCY.
THE APPENDIX CONTAINS EXAMPLES OF STUDENT WRITING AND
OUTLINES FOR DISCUSSION MEETINGS. (PS)
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INTRODUC

The old Ame

of Job Corps

ION

ea a

icon ideal of the melting pot has been one of the u4eklying premises

since its inception . Job Corps Centers bring together Corpsmen of

. various ethnic backgrounds from different regions of the country. It is important

for purposes of socialization and the breakdown of provincialism that such a mixing

.take place. Attitudes of prejudice and regionalism, of opposition to the society at

large and to the adult world contribute to the unemployability of disadvantaged

youth . The experience of meeting and learning to work and live with other young

men of widely differing backgrounds contributes to the occupational viability of

Corpsmen.

Original Hypotheses

It was originally hypothesized that culturally-based ways of learning and communicat-

ing might have implications for teaching . If it were found that marked differences

occur, it was suggested that steps be taken on the basis of these differences toward

optimalizing instruction by modifying teaching approaches for various groups.

It was propoied.that the study populations be investigated in terms.of 3 types of

learning described by .Edward T Hall in The Silent Language. Theyare:

1. Formal learning

Z. Informal learning.

3 Technical learning



Formal fear ing takes place through precept and admonition. It is binary in nature .

The subject enerally invites the communication and is assured'that he is. correct or

told that he is incorrect and given the correct form.

Informal learning occurs when the subject is not given an answer and is tacitly

directed to observe his environment for a suitable model .

4.

Technical learning, by contrast, is rationalized instruction. .The subject is presented

with an analytic appraisal in the form of a definite series of steps to an objective and

is given the reasons for following this course.

It was hypothesized that various groups of the poor' utilize these types of learning

differentially and in different forms, and that ethnic learning style might be defined

by ihe pattern of utiliiation .

. Intervening Variables

The study discovered in the institution settings where observations were made that no

significant differences in learning style among ethnic groups was discernible. It is

suggested that such differences may, indeed, exist in childhood when the major

influences on learning derive from the home. Nonetheless, the institution of the

school and of Job Corps intervenes in such a dramatic fashion that youths in these

settings exhibit behaviors in learning that directly relate to the insiiiution unt4.

to obliterate fathily.infilsomos. Thus, the !earning outcorias in such institutional



settings relat to factors such as teaching style and not to ethnic background.

.11

The learner, Lhatever his ethnic background, responds to the expectations of the

teacher and of Institution. Wheie standards and objectives are clearly defined and

consistent, and where adequate positive reinforcement is provided for meeting these

standards, students of all ethnic groups respond similarly. Thus, as has been long

maintained by behaviorists, the burden of learning lies with the teacher and the

institution of learning, not with the learner.

One variable seems to intervene in the effectiveness of teaching. This is the

ethnic composition of the learning group. Where the proportion of a minority ethnic

group, particularly Negroes, is either small or large learning outcomes tend to

-:differ. Thus, it was discovered that where Negroes comprised less than 8 or 10

percent of the learning group or more than 35 or 40 percent learning outcomes for

Negroes and others in the group tend to be different.
4,

Differential learning outcomes for Negroes and others when the proportion of group

conforms to the above levels appears to be based on complex factors. When the

proportion is low, Negroes group together and maintain low interaction rates with

other members of the group: They exhibit stereotypic behaviors, rhythm, slowness,

docility, highly slurred, dialect speech etc.. When the proportion is high, Negro

behavior differs. The Negro group maintains its cohesiveness but interaciions with

others is greatly ineregsed. The stereotypiz behaviors disappear and in their plaCe



are substitt ted highly political, power-conscious behaviors. Other members of

learning groups are manipulated and sometimes threatened. The teacher is also made

to feel the power of the group. The result is that great energy is devoted to pursuits

that diminyi the effectiveness'of teaching and learning in the classroom..

There is no question in both of these situations that the behavior of students and

teachers are mutually reinforcing. In the first instance, the stereotypic behaviors

exhibited by the Negro students reinforce the teacher's.(white or Negro) belief that

Negroes are stupid and that the job of teaching them is hopeless. On the other

hand, power-conscious behavior equally derives from the students' understanding of

the basic fear of Negroes and reinforces this belief in the teacher. The teacher, in

turn, often stops teaching and becomes a frightened policeman.

Where the proportion of Negroes in the learning setting is between 10 and 35 percent

the teacher apparently is neither threatening or threatened. And where dear.

standards are uniformly maintained Negro performance does not significantly differ

from the performance of others.

Rural-Urban Differences

Rural Corpsmen, in general, have greater difficulty in adjusting to Job Corps and are

slowm learners than urban Corpsmen. This is true independent of ethnic background.

Rural Negroes, Mexican-Americans and whites all find Job Corps more iii and are
-

slower to participate in any activity than their urban minterparts. The,/ typically,



do not have he verbal facility, sophistication and range of experience with which.

the urban C rpsman arrives.



RESEARCH BSERVATION.

The study w s carried out in 4 Job Corps Centers and 2 vocational high schools. Job

Corps Cente included:

Conservation Centers

Harpers Ferry

.Schenck

Wellfleet

Urban Centers

Kilmer

The two vocational high schools are located in Baltimore, Maryland. One of these

-schools has a student population which is 86 percent white and 14 percent Negro.

The other is on all-Negro school .

;

Job Corps Centers Observed

Center Activities Observed

Kilmer Social education
Communications
Math/science

.

Food service
Electronics
Electrical repair

f Welding
Trucking

Orientation

Recreation

01.
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Harpers Ferry

Dormitory

,Group sessions

Reading
Math
World of work

- Social studies

Archeological restoration

Recreation

.Dormitory

Disciplinary board

Reading
Math
.Social studies

.Roadbuilding

Athletics

Dormitory

Disciplinary board

Reading
Math
Social studies

ifellfleet

. Gym construction

.Recreation

Dormitory

-Disciplinary board
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Vocational High Schools Observed

a

Students . Teacher

White'

School A .

Automotive Mechanics

. 1 13

Section 2 11

Electronics Technician

Section 1 .15

Section 2

School B

.Automotive Mechanics

Section 1

Section 2

Electronics Technician

Section 1

Section 2

Negro

3 White

White

White

15 7 White

14

10

White

Negro

White

Negro

8
.
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In. all Job Corps Centers, Corpsmen were observed in the following kinds of learning

situations:

Structured

bask education

vocational education

work projects

physical education

2. Unstructured

.break -time activities

leisure-time sports

6. other leisure time activities in and out of dormitories

: 3. Orientation (only at Kilmer)

4. Crises

group interaction sessions

disciplinary reviews

Unfortunately, the only Center that had an operating orientation program at the time

of the observations was Kilmer.

Vocational high school A was an all-white school until two years .ago. It was

observed during its just integrated year when Negroes comprised fewer than 3 percent
,

Of The students, and again, in conjunction with this study, when Negroes accounted

for approximately 14 percent of the school population.
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The observations were carried out by ae trained anthropologist and a trained

behaviorist. In additionto observing, wherever it was possible the investigators

participated with Corpsmen. Participation took place mainly in leisure-time

activities. At all Centers, except Wellfleet, where no bed was available, the

observer spent at least one night in the dormitory with Corpsmen. Interviews; both

11formal an informal, were undertaken in all Centers with staff and Corpsmen.

Various materials in classes and orientation were collected and are included in an
11.

appendix to this report.

.

I,
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.STRUCTURED. LEARNING

Kilmer

The most intensive observation of basic education classes took place in the Food

Service School . Basic education, here, was divided into social education;

communic
I
tions and math/science. The'school attempted.to implement a specific

approach to education, based on Daniel Fader's book, Hooked on Books, which is

called the saturation and diffusion approach.

Although the approach is viewed by the Food Service School as a clever motivation

*technique, its bases are behaviorist and sound. The idea is to expose the student to'

a great Variety of stimuli and when he responds to reinforce him for his behavior.

The classroom should be "saturated". It contains reading materials of all kinds

(books, magazines, newspapers, maps, pictures); typewriters; tape recorders;

language masters; as well as games, such as chess, checkers, and various word

games like scrabble. It is felt that this saturation will force the Corpsman to pick
AO.

up something or play with something, since he must stay in the classroom for

prescribed periods of time. Once he picks up something, begins to play or read

whatever, the staff feels he is on his way to being hooked into an interest in things

and thereby into an interest in being educated. Once such a start is made further

progress is Possible and his own efforts can be channelled into more educationally

.productive activit7es.
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Teaching procedures'are very relaxed and permissive. 'Participation in classroom

activities is not forced. There are six instructors in this school, three on the slower

level and three on the more advanced level . Symbolically, the slower group is on

the first floor and the advanced.group on the second.

Social edu ation: The room is equipped with tables arranged along three sides of a

rectangle which is completed by a blackboard. The rest of the room contains tables

with magazines of varying sorts from the "Playboy" type to Time/Life. types to more

specialized and directly education publications. There are also stands with paperback

books, some hard cover books, and maps. The walls are covered with pictures clipped

.from various sources with captions (some of a sexual nature, others political), which

were created by the Corpsinen. Some of these are quite clever.

The instructor has the Corpsmen.sit around the rectangular table during formal class

instruction. Although he does not insist participation, he does encourage it.

During breaks and at other times, Corpsmen. can be found reading various publications.

The classes, themselves, deal with anything from health and hygiene to social

problems. The instructor frequently uses prepared ditto materials; which he distri-

butes and uses to elicit responses'and to ,force Corpsmen to write responses down (see

appendix; class lesson 9 and the lesion of 5/3/66).

In addition to efforts to elicit "spontaneous" verbal responses, there is a. clear intent

to encourage on attitude of criticism about the social status quo. Social definitions
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of deviancy, particularly as regards race and the poverty population, are discussed

in great detail. When responses are elicited, the instructor quite blatantly reinforces

Corpsmen with praise and attempts to use each response to encourage comments of

interpretation or criticism from other Corpsmen. Thus, in the exercise dated 5/3/66,

Corpsmen responses which were extremely harsh or punitive in nature were greeted by

comments rom other Corpsmen on how punishment fails to, help a. situation. Violence

and punishment were seen by many Corpsmen as reinforcing behavior, not stopping it.

In the group observed, the Appalachian whites opted most frequently for punishment

of a corporal type, although they admitted that such punishment had never changed

their own behavior. Nonetheless, they saw such action as proper. The Negroes, On

the other hand, tended toward a supportive posture. In general, the Negro perception

of the etiology of.anti-social behavior was much more sophisticated than the southern

white, who appeared here, as elsewhere, to have little insight into humanbehavior

and motivation. Clearly, one of the tacit objectives of the instructor was to counter-

act middle-class views of propriety and to develop some degree of tolerance in

matters of class mores..

It was apparent during the course of these classes that the Negro Corpsmen were

generally more articulate and aggressive in their participation in class. The instruc-

tor did not in most cases have to encourage them to volunteer opinions or comments,

wherein in the case of the rural whites this was frequently necessary. Even when

such encouragement was given, the whites would usually respond in short sentences
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and monosyllabically, rarely elaborating their views and rarely volunteering their
IMO

opinions unless directed to do, so either by the instructor or fellow Corpsmen. On the'

.other hand, the Negro Corpsmen frequently responded to these exercises in terms of

semi -soc ological jargon. For example, in discussing someone who continuously

steals, the Negroes' commented that this person must have prOblems at home and

must be seeking through theft some form of identity and recognition; he is saying,

!II exist, see me", or more correctly, "Look at me." Thus, they felt that change in

the thief's behavior could not occur unless there was a change in his environment, his

home, etc. Moreover, they pointed out that thievery was frequently the thingto do,

and, therefore, what everyone did, and not necessarily a sign of a real problem,
1

. except in the sense that this was a societal problem. Punishment would not Wring

about a change in, behavior, it would more likely reinforce. the behavior.

. The whites responded to this question by saying he should be punished physically.

When asked why, they could not really provide an answer, except to say that this

is how things are done. When asked if this would bring about changes in the behavior

of the boy, they said no. And when asked if punishment of this type had ever ef-

fected their behavior, they said no. Nonetheless, they still maintaine.d that this

was the proper and right response to such activities. Similar responses were elicited

for all transgressions listed on the hand out sheet; the Negroes usually seeking some

rationatization of delinquent behavior and suggesting understanding, the whites

usually calling' for punishment.
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Competition between Corpsmen was not encouraged, but the domiriant numerical

position of Negroes in relation to whites and other groups and their age advantage,

either real or in terms of life experience, seem to me to account for the apparent and

real sup iority in such contexts. Consistently, the ratio of Negroes to whites

affected the differential participation of these two groups in verbal activities. In

other words, the structure.of the Center made it possible for Negro Corpsmen, through

'weight of numbers and life experience, to compete with and dominate the whites in

both classroom and dormitory, and in some ways to intimidate the whites and inhibit

their responses and participation in these contexts.

4.. Negroes more frequently asked questions and challenged the instructorls'comments,

as well as those of fellow Corpsmen. During a class in which film strips were sho'wn

describing various minority groups, it was clear that all the Corpsmen showed very

little interest in groups such as the Germans, but when the strip was about the Jews,

the Negroes responded, and did so in clearly ambivalent terms through the use of

stereotypes (i.e. Jews have all the money, etc.). When the strip was on Negro

contributions -to American life, they paid close attention. The whites, on the other

hand, showed little. interest, frequently dozed off, and did not identify with any of

the minority groups shown on the strips. It is an interesting point that of all the

groups represented in the Centers, it is the whites that have the least chance to gain

reinforcement in their identity, since they are de facto part of the white protestant

majority, but at the same time have little pride or understanding of this position.

While the Negroes and other groups me bombarded with literature and 'films, lectures
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and discussions trying to build up their image of themselves and their groups, this is

not donel for the rural whitei, who have little pride in, or understanding of their

group's position in American society.

The instructor feels that Corpsmen want to learn, but are hostile to the teaching

situation because of their previous experience with it. This hoitility is based largely

on their histories of continuous failure, and therefore it is necessary to rebuild, or

just to build from scratch, their confidence in themselves and their belief in their

abilities to learn. This can be done by applying immediate and continuing rewards

to each and every sign of positive behavior. Thus, the progress of each student is

shown on charts and graphs. Obviously the direction of the curve acts as an imme-

diate and direct reward for participation and progress,. as can be seen, it also .

stimulates competition, though this point is not overtly made by the instructor.

Underlying much of the teaching philosophy in all Centers is the idea of stimulating

competition'. The instructor also made the point that progress is frequently spasmodic,

sometimes increasing for a time and then suddenly degenerating to an earlier level.

OnCe progress isbegun, that is once a Corpsman begins to respond in any way, the

instructor maintains he is hooked and can be worked with. He estimated that his

success rate was approximately 40-50%. This estimate, based on observations and

other sources of evaluation, is highly exaggerated.

,
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When directly asked about differences in learning, the instructor responded by saying
10

that Puerto Ricans had batter basic knowledge and skills than Negroes and, therefore;

respond d to education better.. He felt they asked more questions and were less

hostile t authority. The urban Negroes were also seen as adapted to the educational

context. In both cases, he tied this to the urban environment. He commented that

Negroes seem to play roles more frequently than members of other groUps, and that

Puerto Ricans did so as well, but to a lesser degree. In general, he felt that urban

Corpsmen were generally more manipulative than rural Corpsmen, and more apt to use

their peer groups in learning. On the other hand, the rural whites were more opin-

ionated, i.e., rigid in tfieir beliefs, and muieter in general.

It should be noted that previously the instructor had responded to this question by

saying, as most staff members did, that differences, with the exception of rural/urban

ones, were individual and not group.

Observations in this class did not reveal any apparent differences in learning pattern,

with the exception of those noted above and the relatively obvious rural/urban ones.

Communications: The room used was organized to minimize any feeling of "classroom."

Although there were many tables, they were so arranged to make impossible any formal

structured classes.. They were divided by other furniture, and in a number of cases

covered with magazines. Other space wcz f!-Ned by a newspapcie rack, paperback

book stands, shelves with hard cover books, a language mover, tape recorder,
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typewriter, games, etc. The instructor had a desk and files for student progress

material. The desk was so placed to make it impossible to use it as a center for formal

teachin though students could stand around it to talk with the instructor. Books,

.magazin s and newspapers ranged from the classics to the National Enquirer. The

. newspap rs could be read only by those who joined a club, which required a small

contribution which was used to defray expenses of subscription.

The instructor does not teach in the traditional sense. He has tried to open the door,
11,

using various techniques. He has encouraged the Corpsmen to look in and to enter.

His major technique is almost classically behaviorist. He uses positive reinforcement

at every conceivable opportunity, and with many Corpsmen he is successful. It is a

simple approach. The instructor responds to any activity with encouragement and

praise, always with a mild admonition to try more. Each step, it is hoped, will

lead to a next one, and the next to a further one, etc. This works in the following

way. Every Corpsman in his class is assigned his own folder. The only thing required

of him is that at the end of the class he put an entry in this file describing what he

did that day. This can be anything or nothing, but there must be an entry. Thus,

a Corpsman can make an entry such as, "I did nothing today," or "I read a story in

a magazine," or "I wrote a letter on the typewriter today." Each day, at the end of

the class, the instructor reviews these entries and always writes a comment or ci.

response. The main component of this comment is a reinforcement such as "That

is very good, you told me what you *did today,, I am glad to soe you making regular

entries." There May I3e some directive, comment, such as, "That is an interesting
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point you made about the story, next time you might try.to write it in a whole sentence

and. the explain, what he meant." Or a comment directed at increasing the Corps-

. man's rticipation in this process such as, "Your entry today was very good, and you

are read ng some interesting stories, next time why don't you write more fully in your

report what you read, don't just ;ell me the title of the story, tell me about the story

in your own words."

Sometimes, the instructor's comments require an answer; at other times, no answer is

requested. As one looks at the files, it is clear that many Corpsmen do respond

favorably in the sense thcit their own reports increase in length, in detail and in

sophistication. When this occurs, the instructor begins to channel the Corpsman into

better stories, or articles. He finds books and magazines on subjects which seemto

interest the Corpsmen as revealed by their reports and his talks with them. In many

cases, progress, as shown in these files, is not consistent, or is very slow. Frequently,

entries would not be made, or regression in their quality would occur, and the whole

process would occur again.

When one walks into this classroom he finds what seems to be a total lack of organi-

zation.' Some Corpsmen are reading newspapers, others are playing games, others

reading books or magazines, almost always someone is at the typewriter, usually

writing a letter home to his parents, or to his. girl friend, while otheriare doing

nothing, or talking or napping.
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Another approach taken is to encourage Corpimen to write on anything they like.

Many have never. written anything before. Anything that is written by a Corpsman

is prepare d and run off.on a duplicating machine as it was written. The instructor

makes n grammatiCal or spelling changes in the writing. Copies are made so that

the writillIg can be distributed to all the Corpsmen in the school and sometimes to

other schools in the camp. At the time that observations were made, this had become

:increasingly difficult. Because oF the subject matter and the tone of criticism of some

Ca

of these writings, the administration had imposed an indirect form of censorship by

making it very difficult to get this material duplicated. They did this by requiring

the instructor to go through a number of channels to gain access to duplicating

machines. Though ostensibly a directive to the entire Center, it seemed clear that

this was directed primarily against this particular instructor and was in direct response

to some things he had recently run off: There is no doubt that seeing his work dis-

tributed and printed up .acted as a very positive reinforcer to many Corpsmen.

A number of these writings are included in the appendix to this report. In at least

one case, the instructor was able to get one of these papers published in the Reader's

Digest, for which the Corpsman received a fair amount of money. Reading these

little papers, mainly autobiographical or descriptive, and frequently directly or

unconsciously fantasy (see in particular "The War on Poverty," "A Puzzle," and

"If You Think You Have Troubles"), one becomes aware of the amount of self

perception many of these Corpsmen hove. 10. -....ay show humoi, sensitivity, resigna-

tion anger, but most of all confusion. Most-were written by Negroes and Puerto
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Ricans. A number of them show overt hostility toward the Job Corps, which is phrased

in terms of frustration and feelings of promises broken, particularly in regard to the

vocation I programs. What also appears in a few cases, is a hostility toward the

instructor and his teaching approach. The instructor is very aware of this feeling.

He put it in these terms, some students express "insecurity" at the beginning of the

program, they want to know "why don't you teach in front of class" and they initially

direct their hostility and confusion at him. Some of these later come around. He

tends to explain those that don't come around by saying that they are emotionally

very disturbed, and.this is manifested in hostility and distrust of the teacher. Those

he can't reach, he categdrizes as too sick to help, a common rationalization for

failure in communications which was made by a number of staff members in all the

Centers. What is interesting here is that these are usually those who were the best

teachers and the Ones. who achieved the greatest degree of rapport with the Corpsmen.

In a sense they were saying,. we put out a lot, we really want to help and be friends.

Since this is the case, if someone doesn't respond to me, (and most do), then it must

be a failure on their part; they must be.too sick to be reached.

me-

This kind of negative response was encountered on a number of occasions from Corps-

1 .men in the school. They were asked how they liked academic classes. Some did, but

a number had reservations. They were uncomfortable with the laCk of structure *and

tlieir own inability to equate the classroom experience with learning. They complained

specifically that they were not learning c.tnyrhir.g. However, I non; Col-Tamen do

. respond fdvorable to thh approach.
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The instructor's position can be summarized by paraphrasing hi; comments. He feels
S.

that the goals of the Job Corps academic program (i.e., his g riais) are clear. He

feels tha these goals are feasible because his team (the temhers in this school) are

good (noie here the emphasis, on having a good team). it is not the techniques per se

which are sufficient, but the quality and dedication of the staff. The goal is to bring

up the basic skills of the Corpsmen, i.e.; reading, math and social living, etc. This

is to be done by changing the Corpsman's attitudes toward school, i.e., learning.

He sees the Corpsman as ambivalent toward school. It has failed him, failed because

it could not cope with the realities of his life. He feels that Corpsmen are scared to

commit themselves again to education.. Because previously they have failed to function

And succeed, their self concepts are low, particularly their perceptions of their own

abilities to be educated. The goal is to change attitudes toward learning and most

importantly toward themselves. This can be done through the use of techniques of

positive reinforcement as opposed to negative reinforcement; and through an effort on

the part of the teacher to break through on a personal level, and most importantly to

develop a feeling of trust. The worst thing that a teacher can do in this context is

to go back on his promise, ar not come through when expected to. As an example,

... misspellings in themselves may not be bad..They must be handled with sensitivity

since they may be related to.phonetic perceptions which may be at fault, not to an

inability to spell (since in fact they may be spelling phonetically, and doing so

correctly within the limits of their knowledge). These mistakes can then be cleared

up by using the .ear of the Corpsman - thus tha language master - without implying

or imposing direct rebbff at their efforts.
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From observations, there were no significant differences in the class in ethnic learning

style. Urban Corpsmen, particularly Negroes, had higher response levels in all areas;

'but urban white response levels were higher than rural Negroes.

The instructor when asked about ethnic differences reiterated the common statement

that each Corpsman was an individual, and could be understood and treated only on

this basis. However, he indicated his awareness that the urban Negro is supposedly

better able to function in the Center, but stated he had not seen this himself. He felt

that Puerto Ricans, as a group, were more distrustful than others and had greater diffi-

culty accepting individualized instruction.

Math science: The room was equipped with some laboratory apparatus, includinga

sink. On the walls were various guides to measurements, fractions and other visual

scientific guides. The instructor was the only Negro of the three providing advanced

training. He always appeared reserved and dignified. As opposed to the instructors

previously discussed, be appeared to have little liberal fervor and was similar in his

outlook to most of the Negro instructional staff encountered in the study. The rest of

the staff regarded him as extremely competent. One striking thing about this class

was that there never seemedlo be as many Corpsmen in attendence as in the other

classes. Unlike the other classes, this class was clearly and explicitly vocationally

oriented. Both the math and science taught were presented in terms of materials and

concepts which a cook would utilize. "Thi,..4 Tractions were tat.4# in terms of spoon-

fuls, cupfuls, etc, and food values, constituents, etc. were emphasized on the
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science side. This seemed to be a relatively effective technique, particularly

considering the Corpsmen's distaste for anything vaguely abstracf. However, many

'24

of the C rpsmen in this school were there only because there were no openings in other

schools a d were biding. their- time until they could transfer to another school. This..

Was one f the many reasons fOr poor attendance.

This class was more structured than the others, with more formal presentation of mater-

ials preceding individual work on problems. Observations and the instructor's
r

reactions to my questions, indicated minimal observable differences in learning

patterns.

The first floor as already indicated, was reserved for .Corpsmen with minimal

.

academic qualifications, ranging from semi - literacy to almost total illiteracy. 'There

were three instructors whose areas of instruction "paralleled those of the second floor

team. Physically, instead of three clearly demarcated rooms, there were only two

on the first floor. One large room was used for communications and social education,

chid a smaller back room for science and math.

lr the front room, tables were scattered throughout with various reading materials,'

i.e, magazines, reprints, paperbacks, etc. However, the abundance .and diversity

of this material was considerably less than above. The instructor, though he worked

with Corpsmen, rarely seemed to be making any real effort. He was lethargic and

seemingly uncommitted, which attitude carried over to the Corpsmen. Much.the same

1........gri
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audio-visual materials were utilized in this class. In fact, they were used here before

being used upstairs. It appeared that such materials often were used to avoid

Linstructio , a phenomenon observed in other contexts as well.
4.

A.

. "

The learning situation here resembled most closely that found in the Conservation

Centers. Programmed reading .materials were emphasized, with the instructor working

individually with each Corpsman. However, the abundance of other reading materials

and games provided a greater variety of opportunity for Corpsmen distraction than

found in Conservation Centers. Corpsmen used the Classioom for napping to a far

greater extent than occurred or was tolerated upstairs. Association between Corpsmen

was primarily along color lines. Neither the instructor nor the obserVer perceived
4 -.

learning pattern differences, except for the greater verbal aggressiveness and

facility of urban Negro Corpsmen. Interaction with the instructor appeared to be

relatiVely random and individualistic. The second room had a number of tables:in a
,

three-quarter rectangle facing lab equipment (which the instructor claimedhe had had

to fight to get from the administration) and a blackboard. The general orientation of

the class was similar to that described for the advanced class. Science and math were

taught in terms of units and concepts applicable to the Corpsman's vocational interest.

in cooking. Demonstrations by the instructor were followed by exercises for the

students. Here, as in all classes, the problem of Corpsmen continually entering the

class made it impossible for sequential lessons to be prepared or conducted. Thus,

different Corpsmen would be at different stages of their training based both on ability

and time of entry into the school, as, well a$' revroys edud'ational !wet achiesied.

av
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. This class was frequently almostempty of Corpsmen. In general, morale in this class

appeared to be low, and this was to a large extent the result of the instructor's

behavior'

4.
'

a

b

4'

'I

This instrJctor is worth a digression. A young Negro who had taught special students

(underpriviliged) in the public schools of New Jersey, he presented a strange

conflicting image of dedication and self-interest, and at the time of the study his

actions were aiding in the breakdown in morale in this school. He had been at

Kilmer from the beginning. He Claimed great dedication to the aims of the Job Corps,

insofar as these were gaining better economic conditions for disadvantaged youth,

particularly Negro youth. At the same time/ it was clear that he was very

sensitive to his status as a Negro staff member. He conversed with the observer for

long periods, of time about how Negro staff members were discriminated againit at the.

Center in terms of promotions to supervisory positions and in terms of salary. He .

complained that people with poorer qualifications got jobs over Negroes with better

academic records and more degrees (the claim always seemed to relate not to actual

qualifications, but to those represented symbolically by college degrees). He felt

that those finally promoted, after pressure from the union and other pressures, tended

. .
to be Uncle Toms picked specifically since they would not rock the boat. Such

V. advancements, he felt, were symbolic gestures of acquiescence to both the Negro

staff members and outside Negro militant organizations. He claimed that not only

was there racial discrimination, but there was also discrimination against the

academi.c.staff. He felt that the academic program was being sacrificed for financial
-40
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reasons by Federal Electric's administratieye staff; and claimed that dissident staff

members Who were fighting this trend had been offered the choice of resigning.or

being fir d. Partially in response to these pressures and discriminations, felt and
$.

real, som of the staff members (apparently predoMinately the Negro staff) had 'formed

a union fight the administration, and this instructor was prominent in it. Support

for the union by whites appeared to be unenthusiastic. He felt that he personally,

was the focus of administration hostility and pressure since he had been instrumental in

organizing and acting for the union. Other staff members in the camp, including

Negroes, indicated that this instructor was a hot-hecid, .not to be relied on. Clearly,

' he saw the Center as a. series of binary oppositions, 0-4.Ei;0:- vs. Federal Electric; the

government vs. O.E.O., administration Federal Electric) vs. staff, teaching

staff vs. residence staff, academic staffvs. vocational staff, Negro staff against

-

;

white staff, Center vs. Corpsmen, etc. in outline, these oppositions actually relate

to basic structural cleavages and tensions which did exist at Kilmer. Though he.

appeared .to relate well to other instructors on the staff of this school, it was clear

that his real affinities lay with other Negro cronies. Although individual whites

might be tolerated and even used as a sounding board, he felt great-antipathy to what

he perceived to be a white power structure. Nonetheless, it is clear that he had

_great respect for the teaching of the second floor team.

He appeared to be a confessor and reinforcer of dissident Corpsmen, and was Observed

on a number of occasions harranguing Corpsmen on the situation as he saw it at the

Center. He argued to them that they, were being fooled andcheated by the Job Corps,

07.777----7-7
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and that they should protest before it was too late. There is no doubt that some of

this invective got through and reinforced existing hostility, which made it even

more difficult for these Corpsmen to function a; Kilmer. He inveighed against the
I
i

vocation staff as well,. claiming that they were incompetent and did not perform

their duti s properly, asserting that they were-unable to hold the interest of the

Corpsmen. Though some work.was accomplished in his classroom during this period,

it was not a great deal. It is clear that much of his heat was generated by situation's.

obvious to even the casual observer, and confirmed by, other staff members.

This instructor is interesting, not for the value of his specific observations, but

because he represents one of the three types.of Negioe staff members at Cenlers.... the

dedicated Negro militant; who is also dedicated to the Corpsmen, but finds his Negro

militancy outrunning his social commitment. He seemed willing to bring the whole

structure down with him if it would suit his purposes without thought to the effect on

the Corpsmen. In his view, it is individual 'against system, a. nd damn the aim of the

system. It is revealing that this conflict did not extend to hii treatment of Corpsmen,

who were dealt with without racial favoritism or discrimination. He was clearly

popular, particularly.-with the less satisfied and more militant Corpsmen.

No clear differences emerged from obseivations or discussions with this instructor on

culturally cierived learning differences. Urban/rural verbal differences were again

in evidence.

. .
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A reading and a math/science class were observed in the electronics school. Both

classes replicated the usual p6blic school setting and teaching techniques. Course

material were badly related to Corpsmen vocational interests. A minority of

Corpsme in no particular ethnic pattern, responded well to these classes. The

others wi hdrew, and were seen sleeping and reading other materials behind their

books.

To summarize the Kilmer basic education courses observed, no patterned differences

in ethnic learning style could be discerned. Major differences in verbal facility were

observed between urban and rural Corpsmen, but these cut across ethnic lines. In the

advanced classes in the food service school where Corpsmen were expected to learn

and where performance standards and objectives were fairly well defined, all groups

made gains. Negroes and Puerto Ricans, perhaps, made more significant gains' than

whites, but most whites derived from rural areas and were somewhat disoriented by

the numerical and political advantage of Negroes in the Center. In the slower

communications and social education classes in the food service school, where the

instructor managed to communicate his feeling that the Corpsmen in his classes were

unteachable, there was virtually no perceptible learning taking place. Byaintrait",

among the slower group in the same school, learning was taking place in the math/

science class. The instructor, although controversial, treated all Corpsmen alike and

both expected and demanded that they learn. Immediate objectives were clear and

equally maintained for all.

I
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Food service vocational school: in this school, the Corpimen first went through an

rlindoctri otion and orientation process starting in a small- quantities. kitchen in which

they are introduced to the tools of the trade, and to such things as safety procedures,

types of od, quaritity measurement, etc. This is 'done in a demonstration room with

formal classroom quality. Each CorpsMan must be properly dressed, and this is

emphasized. This includes the wearing of real shoes, sneakers are not alloWed, and a

.Chef's hat. Those not so attired are told to get. their hats, or told that if they don't

have the'proper 'shoes they won't be allowed to work. /The safety rules are asked and

responded to by the Corpsmen in a rote fashion. Although Corpsmen are supposed to

have notebooks, which are provided for them, many come in without. them, and with

the exception of one of them, none bother to take notes, or to make sketches of the
--

equipment shown to them. In this particular class, the instructor demonstrated

various kinds of knives, forks and other utensils with which they should become

familiar. After showing each one, he would ask them to repeat thename of it, and

made a big point of their having to know the names of these tools and their use He

stated that in their jobs they would have to have this information, and that this was

, essential to their becoming cooks. All, or almost all, seemed to concentrate very

hard. After going through all of this equipment, he went back over it asking

individual Corpsmen to identify each item. Many of the corpsmen tried very hard to

do so, and there was much waving of hands and shouts to be allowed to make the

identification. Noticeably, their effort to do so was great. They would shake their

heads, snap their fingers, nod, all in an effort-to brine the right word/image

association up. Clearly, learning here via: r.r,Tincri ty through memorization,. thoUg
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this did not seem to be the intent of the instructor. Notebooks which might have been

used to assist in this process were generally ignored. There were about 12 Negroes

and 2 wh ites in the class and the Negroes were the most aggressive in their

participation. Here the white passivity is due to the great racial imbalance, and

dominan e of Negroes.

The instructor set up some problems and asked Corpsmen for logical choices as to

which tools should be used. While setting up these problems, he was getting rapt

attention from most of the Corpsmen. When questions were asked, answers were

usually shouted out; though whites more often than Negroes would raise their hands.

w

In another class in a small-quantities kitChen, many again appeared.without notebooks;

Many again were sleepy; some showed resistance. It became clear through conversa-

tions with staff and Corpsmen that many of the Corpsmen were in this school against

their will. They had been promised or wanted other schools, and these schools were

filled up with the result that they were shunted into the food service school against.

their will, usually as a stop-gap measure. These Corpsmen were resistant to the

training and disruptive. The class shifted into the experimental kitchen. Many

lagged behind, no one took his notebook with him. Resistance was shown by refusal

to wear the chef's hat, or not wearing it properly, and by other types of improper

attire. One Corpsman said that he was wearing sneakers because he was going to be

transferred anyway.

f
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The set-up in this room consisted of a semi-circle of stoves with associated small
a

refrigera ors and cabinets/shelves containing pots, etc. The room was designed to be

used for n introduction to actual cooking and cooking procedures. The instructor

tells Cor smen what they need and how to go about each job. Instructions included

such thins as quantities of food to be used, utensils, time, etc. Two Corpsmen would

work as a team, and are allowed to eat their results. Little of importance was

observed here in terms of individual or group differences in response. The chance to

eat the food prepared both was reinforcing and seen as a boniis of the school since it

meant that these Corpsmen got more food than others inthe Center. This, by the way,
I

seemed to be one pf the reasons for some of these Corpsmen opting f this schoOl..

.00

Once this phase of training was completed, Corpsmen were permitted to prepare a

banquet for themselves. It was noticeable here, as in much of the working of this

school, that Corpsmen were not really allowed to do the work themselves. Staff did

the hard things for them, or at least set them up. Why this was is hard to say, but it

seemed to be standard policy throughout the schoOl and seemed to lead to frustration

and ultimate boredom on the part of the students.
.

Having finished this phase of work, they move into the actual preparation of food for

large numbers.. A number of `C irpsmen ha4e had previous experience in kitchens. The

staff tend to feel that this experience was actually a liability, even if gained at one of

the Conservation Centers. The feeling is that they think that they know more than.

they reaDid°, and that what they do know is frequently poorly or incorrectly learned.

.
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It is felt that these Corpsmen would lead themselves into traps. From the Corpsmen's

point of view this leads to frustration and to the feeling that they" are being forced

to waste their time.

This scho I provides lunch to its own students; that includes both those actually working

in the vocational training each day and those in the academic program each day, as

well .as Corpsmen and staff of the trucking school and any other staff members who want

to make use of the facilities. Staff members, other than those in the vocational program

in this school, have to pay a dollar for their lunches (the only meal prepared in this

school). This, by the way, caused some conflict, since the academiC teachers in the i
I

school felt that this was unfair. , 'i
..-

1

Thus lunch is provided to a couple of hundred people each week day. On paper, at

eachleast, it is the students of this school who prepare.and cater this lunch. Early each.

morning the students assigned to work in the preparation of lunch begin to organize ..

and prepare for this event. During the time that he is in the school each student is..

supposed to work at each station in this assembly line, i.e., soup, meat, vegetables,

pastry, bread, salads, serving line, clean-up, etc. In fact they do. A weekly menu

is available and students are supposed to follow it and the accompanying recipes,

under the supervision of some members of the staff. Obviously some of these jobs

require little more than hard work and discipline, as in the case of clean-up, serving

. the moving line, peeling potatoes, etc.. Other jobs require some skill and may in

fact prepare some of these Corpsmen for work in institutional cooking. As I have

4
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already mentioned, supervision exists at ,all points. Unfortunately this supervision

sometimes the form, particularly in pastry preparation, of all the hard jobs

requiring

.jobs bein

a scene o

real knowledge being done by the supervisors and all the easy and mechanical

done by the students. This the students yealize and resent. The kitchen is

modern equipment and great frenzy and activity. The food that comes out

of it is certainly equivalent to some school cafeteria food and probably better. This

may be the problem, since it appears at times that the staff is more interested in making

a good impression on administrative personnel and the many visitors who come to lunch

here than they are in training their students adequately; and giving them some sense of

independence. In addition to the work described, the students are allowed to do some

of the ordering of supplies, but again it seems that the supervision of staff may over-
,:

ride the benefits of this area of training. Perhaps the worst aspect of this whole pro-

gram is that when the students have gone through all the stations a few times, probably

two is enough, there is relatively little else to learn. In other words they become
.....

bored.. The staff is aware that the present program has many limitations in this sense.

That facilities for real learning are inadequate and that after a point all the students

get is repetition, is implicit in a system that does not allow for much initiative or

learning. Complaints from Corpsmen are common, particularly in the case of pastry

where their jobs are so mechanical and require so little understanding and skill that

after; time at this station even' those who intended to go into pastry cooking were bored.

4
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The training received is not really adequate for work in most good restaurants and one

suspects barely adequate for institutional cooking jobs. This has been.recognized and

a short o der cooking program was being instituted.

After th meal has been prepared and eaten, and after cleanup, the Corpsmen are

organized into small groups which go over the day's meal and evaluate performances

by individuals, as well as going over questions of menus, etc. This is termed their

evakation session. The staff feels that these sessions encourage initiative by pro-

viding praise of jobs well done, and allows for criticism to come from Corpsmen, as

well as staff, for inadequate work. For example in one session observed, a white

Corpsman was complimented for having made the Russian dressing by himself. The

instructor asked questions of his group, 4 Negroes and 5 whites, and in this case

received more verbal response from the whites. This may have been the result of the

favorable group balance and thus the feeling of the whites that they could more

easily participate.

Electronics vocational school: This was one of the most popular schools among the

Corpsmen. It occupies a single building with the second floor used for introductory

Work and the first for more advanced. The students are first introduced to. some basic

material, how to test for current, etc. This is done at one end of the long room which

comprises the work area. It is done amidst great noise and confusion, since many

other things are going on at the same time in the room, including radios blaring and

television sets going; etc. It is difficult to hear what the instructor is saying, and

t
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difficult to believe that the Corpsmen, in most cases, could get much out of it. After

this introduction, they are given jobs such as assembling cables, _followed by simple

Wiring w rk folloWing set patterns. At each step, they are given &problem and work

on it unt I they solve it. They then move on to a harder problem. Staff supervise,

helping hen it is necessary, with apparently. little direct interference. As Corpsmen

become ore proficient, they go on to harder and harder problems. When they have

gained sufficient experience, they are sent out to do wiring jobs around the Center.

As a reward for good %cork, they are allowed some time each week to work on what"-

ever they want' to, and this usually meant their own, or friends' or staff members'

radios,' hi-fi equipment, eta. They also have the responsibility for repairing the

television sets used at the Center. In the early stages of their training, Corpsmen

usually worked in pairs, but as they make progress, they are allowed to work alone

with little supervision. It was apparent from observations and from talks with staff

that these Corpsmen worked hard and frequently preferred to continue working after

the official close of the class. It was clear that some of the Corpsmen make much

. more rapid progress than others, and-this was conFirmed by the staff. Some could

get out in a few weeks. Others never. developed proficiency, and yet did not want

to transfer to another school. Nonetheless,, these differentials in achievement

followed no ethnic lines.

I

Electrical repair vocational school: This school occupies a large shed-like building.

When the observer arrived, the building .was almost empty of equipment and students.

They had just finished a project, which was proudly demonstrated by the head

-4;m
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instructor. It appeared that after the project was completed there was little left to
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do but clean up. The main purpose of the project seems to have been display, and it
1

etwas som thing of a joke in the Center. Corpsmen Were bored and there was little to

observe.

Welding vocational school: The staff consists of two men, one white and the other

Negro. Procedures were similar to the electronics school. Corpsmen were started on
Os

simple problems, and when they mastered them went on to more difficult kinds of work.

Each worked at his own speed, some obviously becoming proficient and others appar-

ently never getting anywhere. ,Both instructors claimed that there were no ethnic

differences perceptible, and nothing was observed to contradict this.
. '.

Trucking vocational school:. Observations were very brief at this school, *although

*considerable indirect information was gathered.. Since the school took only six weeks

to complete, was run by the Teamster's Union, was associated with a glamorous .job,

ancisince Corpsmen received uniforms, this was the most popular school at Kilmer at

the time of the study. Morale was very high. Attendance was excellent. The school
.

seemed to attract some of the best Corpsmen. They were physically large and in good

shape. Those who failed because of poor vision'and other physical defects,. or

because they could not pass the 'driver's tests were very disturbed. It is interesting that.

asignificnt number of voluntary terminations during the period of the study were

prompted by the failure of a Corpsman* to pass his written driver's test with the result.

that he,.was expelled from the program. Rather than transfer to another vocational

. .
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schOol, many left Job Corps. Also of interest, of those who voluntarily terminated
. .

for the above reason, whites outnumbered Negroes by 2 to 1. It does not appear that

Negroes are any more successfulin the program than whites, but that for whites,

failure iti this highly masculine trade can be devastating.

Harpers Zeu

a

, Basic education is housed in .a single building. The building is comprised of four

rooms used for classes, a library, offices, a recreation room and a lounge. The main

classroom is very large and is.separated into two sections by a divider. This room is
. .

.

used mainly for reading instruction. The other three rooms are used for health

education, math, businessand the World of Work program. Social studies discussions.
. s.

., are held in the lounge.

Reading: Each instructor with a small group of Corpsmen, usuallinot more than 10.

Most students are working in progrmed.materials. Since the Center is nearly 90 per

cent.Negro; it is difficult to speak of ethnic differences in learning style. The small

, number of whites at Harpers Ferry tend to be from rural areas, and, while they present

a startling contrast to many Negroes, their learning behavior is not markedly different

from the rural Negroes present .at the Center. Interactionrates with both instructors
.

were high and.not noticeably different for different groups, although rural Corpsmen

tend to be more shy than their urban counterparts.- Both instructors clearly delineate.

performance ..,andards which generally are met by Negro and white alike.

I
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Math: the instructor is a Negro who provides a clear .example of an individual using

Job Corpi as a means to achieve mobility.. He receives a higher salary than he could

in the lo al area and plans to leave Job Corps to. go into a higher paying job. He

displays I

much. C

the interest in the Corpsmen and seems to feel that they irripose on him too

assroom activity is hajohazard with little real gains being achieved by any

Corpsman.

instructor.

Corpsman performance, white and Negro, reflects the attitude of this

World of work: the instructor was criticized by both staff and Corpsmen as officious,

imperious and self-seeking. Both Negro and white Corpsmen accomplished very little

and were fairly universally *hostile and alienated from any interest in learning.

A

Social studies: the instructor is one of the reading instructors. Discussion topics dwell

on. Negro social and political issues. Urban Negroes are veryresponsive and aggressive.

Rural Negroes are less responsive but interested, whereas whites feel quite alienated

from the concerns of the class. :

To summarize basic education at Harpers Ferry, Negroes; which comprise nearly 90

. percent of the Corpsmen population, are aggressive and dominate. Only in the reading

Classes is there much learning
.
taking place. Whites are shy and often intimidated by

the high proportion of Negroes. All groups, in varying degrees, reflect the attitudes'

and expectations of their instructors.
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Archeological reconstruction: the main work project at Harpers Ferry is an archeologi-
es.

cal excavation and reconstruction of an historic industrial site. The two archeologists

in charge of this project were in conflict and as a result Corpsmen were reluctant to

work there. There was little real instruction. Corpsmen were permitted, to do whatever

jobs they could adequately accomplish with their current skills and the rest was done

11

. by the arc eologists. No group differences were observed.

Schenck

The bask education classes were all housed in one bu-ilding. Classes were larger than

at Harpers Ferry. Negroes comprised slightly over 50 percent of the Corpsman

t.

.populaton.

Reading: two reading classes were observed. The first was highly structured and the

second quite informal. In structured class, tasks were well defined. and evaluation

Criteria uniformly applied. Gains appeared to be high. No perceptible differences

in learning-style were observed among ethnic groups. In the informal class, both

whites and Negroes were more verbally aggressive than in the structured class, althoug
,

gains did not appear. to be as higg. Cheating, linked to the Corpsman Advisory System,

in the informal class was greater by all groups. Also in this class, racial tension

between whites and Negroes was more pronounced. While whites were not intimidated

as they tended to be at Kilmer and Harpers Ferry, t hey felt threatened and challenged

Negroes in a variety of ways quite consistently.

..*
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Math: the class was quite unstructured, tlike the second reading class. Observations

'..-here replicate those in the unstructured reading class.

t
Social st dies: the instructorappeafed not to be comfortable with his subject matter.

He read f om a college text on sex and marriage, stopping for discussion from time to

-time. Many of the words in the book had no meaning for the Corpsmen, and the
..

instructor made no effort to explain. In general, he displayed profound indifference

to the-whole undertaking. Corpsmen, both white and Negro, tried. to pin .down the

Instructor to some definite values and Guidelines for behavior. When such guidelines

1' , -were not forthcoming, one commented that it seemed all of this was a waste of time,9

since the whole business was without rules and a matter of individual preference. Both

. whites and Negroes felt that any girl was fair prey, that getting a girl pregnant was
,

_all right since it proved you a man, and that responsibility was to the child, not to

girl. However, with whites the idea that thelirl you marry should be a virgin was

much stronger than with Negroes. Questions of religion and God were taken with

`"great serioutness. Although,some Corpsmen, particularly urban Negroes, Claimed not

'qa believe in God, the rural whites were' insistent about the existence and importance

of God.

In general, when a Corpsman helped another in class, they were of the same ethnic

group. There were, however, notable exceptions to this and Negro-white friendships

were observed. While political dominance of Negroes is not present at Schenck, there

an active struggle between white and Negio..cliques for power.

kI

1.

F



Roadbuildin : a roadbuilding work project was observed. Crews were small and some

instruction took place. The major differences to be observed here were between urban

and rural Co psmen of all ethnic groups. Aural Corpsmen tended to have more

familiarity with machinery, tools and this kind of physical labor and picked up tasks

more quickly than urban Corpsmen.

Wellfleet

Basic education takes place in a single building comprised of two rooms. The ethnic

composition of the Center is more varied than the other two Conservation Centers with

a sizeable proportion of Puerto Ricans.

Reading: during the study observations, a large number of local volunteers were

utilized in reading classes. Thus, nearly every Corpsman had someone working with

him. Aside from language difficulties which caused reading problems for some Puerto..

Ricans, there were no discernible- differences in ethnic learning style.

Math: two instructors were present. There were some board demonstrations, but most

work was individual. The instructor intervened only when approached by a Corpsman.

Negroes, whites and Puerto Ricans appeared to go for assistance in ways different from

each other.

Social studies: classes were conducted with movies followed by discussion. During

the showing of the movies (which have little instructional value) Corpsmen sleep, walk
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in and out, and make occasional comments. The movies seem mainly to be a way of
ow or

killing time. Urban Negroes tend to be more verbally aggressive; especial ly.when
. .... . . .

.. ... .. ' % 1: !.
!

the movie topic concerns Negroes.
. ,

..
;II;

115'0.

Corpsmen are treated, equally and are expected to learn and to'perform 'up to standard.
... .

.. .
.

tThey iespo d, in general, .by doing so independent of ethnicaffiliation.
L.

.

,

Gym construction: was the work project observed at Wellfleet.. There were usually

only a few Corpsmen around and a couple of .workledders. Many were doing nothing

and a few really worked. There was little real instruction. Corpsmen who were more

handy with tools would show others how to use the tools; race wai not an issue. Those
.

who worked, worked relatively hard, but thire were feW. The staff were all experi-

enced
, ..

in house building and carpentry,but appeared to give little direct advice,

though they must have given some since some aspects of the building would'be hard to

do without guidance. The major differences that presented themselves were between

.
rural and urban Corpsmen. These differenCes were the result of greater exposure to

tools and these kinds of activities that were shared by rural Corpsmen, but not by

urban Corpsmen.
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. UNSTRUCT RED LEARNING

I

1. .

Unstructure learning was minimal in all Centers observed; Academic work rarely,

if ever, took place outside of the classroom. Ev'en those Corpsmen who expressed a

i

desire to study out of class (and these included individuals of all ethnic groups) were
. .

unable to do so. This was true because no suitable facility was available. Typically,

libraries and study areas closed with the formal classes. Dormitories were usually too

noisy to "permit any real studying.

. ...

Interaction in groups outside of the classroom generally took place along ethnic lines.

However, peer groups within ethnic boundaries often formed on regional bases. Thus,

urban Negroes appear to interact as little with southern rural Negroes as they do with

whites. Only at Wellfleet are there notable exceptions to these patterns. These

ethnic and regional boundaries are violated only exceptionally, in the case of
-.. .

certain individuals and in response to anti-Job Corps feelings on the part of the local

townsfolk. Virtually no situations arose during the course of the study in which.

members of one ethnic group could be observed learning to become apart of a group

whose membership derived from other ethnic origins. Indeed, it was difficult to find

a rural southern Negro who was a member of an urban Negro group. Individual

Corpsmen tend to attach themselves to groups where they already know the rules of
.

the game.

74-0;
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Kilmer
1.

Patterns of association among Corpsmen took.place on ethnic and regional grounds.

. Whites asio iated with whites, urban Negroes with urban Negroes, rural Negroes.

with rural lyegroes, Puerto Ricans with Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans v.ith

Mexican-Americans. There was the usual confusion about dark-skinned Puerto

Ricans and Negroes by those outside both gioups. American Indians, although they

----teaded-ta-associate with other American Indians, had identity problems, since the

external system allowed them no recognition and sought to force them into either a

s'
1

white or a Negro identificatiron.
4

4

Conflict of a quite strained variety exists between Puerto Ricans and Mexican-

Americans, although this largely goes unrecogniZed by outsiders. The major source

tit conflict and tension is perceived as between Negroes end whites. The Negroes,
se

as noted above, are numerically prevalent, outnumbering whites by 2 to 1. Negroes

. are seen as running the Center and prevailing over other Corpsmen by tactics of. force,

1.,--threat and intimidation. In thii perception; rural southern Negroes are included

as Negroes, although it is apparent that they are as frightened of urban Negroes as they

are unsure of how they should behave with whites. Most of the Negroes, who

voluntarily terminated at Kilmer in the period of the study, were of southern origin.

They often gave as their reason for leaving Job Corps that they were scared and

scared of other Negroes.

In the dormitory.that the.-observer 'stayed in, there was group session devoted to a
a

.*.
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fight which seemed to have racial overtones. The incident involved an altercation

between,a roup of urban Negroes and a group of whites. Some pushing occurred and

someone drew a weapon. 'One COrPsman, who had joined the fight responded, when

asked why, hat he couldn't help it. They were his friends and he had to join in and
, s .

support them. He was asked 'file realized that the fight could have led to all of
. , .

them being expelled from the Center and he admitted that he knew this. When told
.

that if he were redly a friend,' he would have broken up the fight, he replied that

this was snot done. Most of the CorpsMen sympathized with this point of view, but

were also aware of the consequences of such action.

The urban Negroes. dominated these group sessions, but were not the only vocal ones.

One very large white Corpsman from the midwest seemed to have the respect of the

others and was influential in group meetings. Rural white southerners tended to be

inarticulate and highly punitive, when questions of sanction arose. Puerto Ricans
j.

often were quite active in these discussions as well. There was in several of the

dormitories an older urban Negro, who tried to moderate the arguments, injectsense

and compaision, and to emphasiZe that.this was the last chance for many of them which

they should take advantage of while they could.

Urban Negroes at Kilmer tended to be the best athletes, although their behavior in

this area was variable and of interest. In undirected activities and games, they

clearly.dominated.. Whites frequently did not participate in these games or would.
.t .

drop out offer ashort period of time. This was true with a single exception.

.
4
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Sometimes, a white Corpsman became part of the game and was accepted by the

.. Negroes. Ie invariably was small, loud, aggressiVe, an although not always a

good ballpl yer, a hustler. In directed activities, such as calisthenics, Negroes,

who Obvious y were good.athletes, refused to perform.

...

Harpers Ferry .... .. .
.

..
.

.
. .. . .

.4, t .
9

At Harpers Ferry, Negroes outnumber whites 9 to 1. Association is by ethnic group

and region within ethnic group. Drop-out rate is high, particularly among whites,

. .

f 9

Puerto Ricans and rural southe rn Negroes.
. .

...
. ..

.

.:.

..

. .
-

.
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.
.

.
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-
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rThe description of athletic events is like that for Kilmer, including the rebellious n

lack of effort in directed activities.
:-:. -' .

......
. -

.
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One interesting scene witnessed at Harpers Ferry is as follows. In the recreation:

room each evening following dinner, a number of Negroes assembled with a Negro

..- resident worker.. They all had electrical musical instruments, such as are typical of
.

rock and roll bands. For an hour or so, they played and learned and practiced new
...

numbers. Some of the players had obvious difficulty in picking up new numbers. The.

resident worker responded to their lack of proficiency harshly and chastised them .

severely. He seemed to be saying, "You're Negro, why haven't you got rhythm? By
O.

. .

not having rhythm, you are betraying Negroes." Whites were very rigorously excluded

from this assemblage and, even among the onlookers, Negroes very consciously pushed

whites to the peripheries. Most eventually left the scene. The Negro players' first
, 4. ' ' ",
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:-; response to he resident worker's screams was to withdraw, but none ever fully did.

. If I ., - . - , .

. ...: They were ing attacked by authority, but by an authority which was accusing them
. .

: . .. .: . . - :

of failure fo not being Negro. The stereotypic behavior called for by Negro
. , .:,..,. , . . ... .

resident wor er strongly contrasted with the arrogant, power-conscious behavior
. .

exhibited by,theseNegro Corpsmen in other settings at the Center.. At the same time, ., .

the resident worker was telling these Corpsmen that he was better than they were,

but binding them to a Negro identity imposed typically by whites. The confusion

.

.

OP.'

on the faces of these Corpsmen. was 'quite plain. The behavior of the resident worker

..** .

was one form, and a far more Insidious one than others,. of Negro staff rejection and
. '

. looking down on Negro Corpsmen. Another kind. could be seen in the Negro math
:0, " .

. .

.

g t
t,

instructor,. who didn't want to be bothered with Corpsmen and who was using them to
.

. achieve his own mobility. He viewed Negro Corpsmen as far inferior to himself, and,
,. .

. ,

despite the fact that he had played praessional basketball, consistently refused to :

. .; .

participate with Corpsmen in games. ..: .i.
. " .

Schenck
. .

.

At Schenck, a little over half of the Corpsmen population was Negro. Informal.

socializing between whites and Negroes was greater here than at Kilmer or. Horpers.,
. .

Ferry. .Nonetheless, the really cohesive. grOups were based on ethnic affiliations....

...

.

'

Here, there were countervailing ,white groups that challenged Negroes for power.'
, .

.. .

..f Tension between these *cliques ran hiozisl; although many Corpsmen did not belong to
A

any clique. Paradoxically, staff at Schenck demonstrated a highly vocal concern

..*
over these cliques to a far greater .extent than at. Kilmer or Harpers Ferry, whre.

. .

."; ;'
.

. . .
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- number of orpsmen were not so affiliated made cliques more notitegble by.contrast.
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Corpsman belonged to such a group. Perhaps the fact that a large

.
un one occ sion, whites accused staff of descriminating against them in the selection

.

of teams forsoftball, which were predominately Negro. Staff replied by saying that

they chose on the basis of ability and it happened that Negroes ware the better

ballp.layers.
J.:.

4- ,
!!.. .

c .

, There appeared to be less fear of Negroes on the part of whites at Schenck, and more
..

-active opposition to their strength.

. .
. .

In the dormitories, ethnic alignments were.far less rigid than at Kilmer or Harpers
.

*Ferry and COrpsmen of all ethnic groups had a sense of identity based on the dormitory...

There were isolated examples of southern whites resenting sleeping in the same quarters

0

:,
with Negroes and of southern Negroes being unsure of this propriety of sleeping next

to a white.

"'
Wel Ifleut

.

While Wellfleet is a hundred-man Center, its location in the northeast brought to it a

. great ethnic variety in Corpsmen. There were urban and.rural whites from the north
.

and the south, Puerto Ricans, northern and southern Negroes and even a Lebanese..

At Wellfleet, ethr1. :ally-based groups were less obvious than at any of the other
,

Centers visited. Considerable emphasis was placed by staff on Corpsmen of different

rr--#,orn
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. ethnic grou s getting along. 'There was a strong identification with Center vs. the
..

.

local comm nities on the Cape. And the unified action of Corpstrien at Wellfleet had

done a lot t win over the local communities, which at the time were providing

volunteers t
.

assist in the reading program. Within the.Center, COrpsmen-of a

particular dormitory ioentified'with that dormitory. Unlike the other Centers, each
. ^

dormitory had its own individuality, in terms of decor and names which had been
...

,

created by the Corpsmen and which were displayed on plaques above the entrance..

The dormitory which received the award for cleanliness was given a cash reward.

The money was used to improve living conditions'in the dormitory in a manner which

Was decided upon by a vote of the resident Corpsmen...

- .

In the dinir a hall one saw eating patterns that were more ethnically mixed than

elsewhere.

,!

0

In short, identification as Corpsmen overrode identification by origin. Relations be-

: rtween staff and Corpsmen were more intimate ancleonsistent than elsewhere. Every

one was expected to behave in accordance with uniform standards, both in and out of

the classroom, and was reinforced for doing So: There were fewer rules here to break

and. fewer negative sanctions than elsewhere. At the same time, each Corpsman

clearly understood that he was to deport himself in a manner which would bring honor
: ..

'to all Corpsmen, and lived up to this expectation.
. .4
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ORIENTATION

Orientation at Kilmer includes four phases:

1. Testing

2. Academic

.3. Vocational

4. Gioup living .

New COrpsmen enrollees are tested when they arrive on Center. It is notable how

the behavior of mc..iy of these Corpsmen change between.the time they arrive and

the conclusion of the orientation period. Whites, in particular, are often more'

obtrusive when they arrive than afterwards. One group of enrollees that wasobserved

. being tested included 9 whites and 3 Negroes. The7test was administered by an

attractive Negro female. The testing atmosphere. was disrupted by the excessive heat
s:.

of an August day and by workmen loudly repairing a metal cabinet in the room. The

whites were restless, .making noise, giggling and jostling each other. The Negroes,
... .

on.the other hand, were reasonably contained. At one point, the instructor threatened

to separate two of the whites who were causing the most tro.,ble. Then to calm them
.

down and reassure them, she said, "I realize that you are hot.., But, I'm hot, tool'

This brought on more gales of laughter. This.scene may be contrasted to those

described above for classrooms, where Negroes predominate and white activity is a

a minimum.

r
The academic. orientation .bears little resemblance

t -

,
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A general attempt was made to present some guidelines for behavior and present some.
.1!

basic concepts of personal, hygiene: One of the early points Of conflict between

rural and urban ,Corpsmen arises over the lack of personal cleanliness that is, typical
.

of many of the rural Corpsmen. Some come to the Center withourunderwear, do not
. .

. .
. . .

know how to use showers properly and have.little taste for neatness in personal

t .,.. , :

appearanc or in the living environment. Many of the urban Corpsmen considered

them pigs" and somewhat subhuman. Initially, whites are as responsive as Negroes

in answering questions. However, it is mainly Negro Corpsmen that. volunteer
.

personal experiences as illustration in discussions. During the. discussion of a film on
.

6.. alcoholism, there was the usual-bragging onthe part of urban Negroes about how much

it takes to get them drunk.- Three rural whites interjected that they had never had a

drink, which was greeted with disbelief by many other Corpsmen.
4.

. .

In the carpentry section of vocational orientation, it wasapparent that many of the
. .

. urban Negroes had never handled tools before. Sortie were completely inept. They

tried, but did not go to the instructor for assistance. Instead, the instructor had to
..

came to them. The southern rural whites appeared to be the most adept. Some of

theie went to the assistance of Negroes who were having difficulty, but did not show

theM the proper techniques; rather they did the work for them.

,*
An effort is mode at Kilmer to have Corpsmen direct some of the orientation.. An

elite group, called Lead Corpsmencairied out these duties. They wore special badges
..

anclincluded in their duties certain policing functions. The Lead. Carpsmen group...was. . .

;tit! .1:1".7 .
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comprised predominantly of urban Negroes, although it included whites and Puerto

Ricans: In fact, it is interesting that the proportion of Puerto Ricans in this group
, .

exceeds the Proportion of Puerto'Ricans in the Center as a whole. Theie were

"com.pany men, ".Corpsmen who had learned the socially acceptable way of beating

the system. The group had considerable solidarity and ethnic distinctions among its

. .

members ere minimal. They set themselves apart from other
..

Corpsmen and strongly

identified with the Center administration, which had given them quasi-staff status:.

They were all individuals who in some sense could not make it in the real power

groups, which were beating. the system in less acceptable ways.

.

. Group sessions are .led by resident workers and Lead Corpsmen inthe orientation
.

dormitories. It is in the context of these sessions that whites can be seen to be
.. .

beaten down and urban Negro predominance established. Some of the discussion topics

and outlines are included in the appendix to this report. ArsThincluded in the appen-dix

are some examples of the evaluations that 'resident workers make of enrollees during

the orientation period. A perusal of these evaluations is enough to show patterns

emerging in which Negroes and Spanish speakers are fairly consistently evaluated

more positively than whites. In fundamental sense, staff responds to and reinforces.

emerging ethnic segmentation, particularly the disadvantageous position of whites.

7.
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At Kilm r, crises seem to be of two types: thoie involving ethnic conflict and those.

involvin testing of the system. Let us consider the latter first, because it occurred
.

at all C nters observed. Often a Corpsman, who had been doing well in the Center,
t

became involved in some incident which potentially could and often did result in

his termination. Thus, a Corpsman, just at the point when he was being reached by

the program, would commit some. transgression as if to say, "Are you really on my
. .

side? If you are, you will give me another chance and prove your commitment." In

all too many cases, the staff response was one of bewilderment. They would talk

about the wonderful progress that Corpsman .had bein making. They could not

understiind how he could "revert%. But, feel ag they had no choice, would
.

terminate him. This pattern seems true for all ethnic groups. -

S

The other type of crisis which occurred usually involved some threat, attack,. :

intimidation or extortion practiced on one ethnic-group by another. At Kilmer and

Harpers Fen-y, this usually took the form of Negro against white, although. Puerto

Ricans were sometimes victims, as were rural Negroes the victims of urban 'Negroes.

Of the voluntary terminations reviewed at Kilmer, whites outnumber Negroes by

2 to.1; the reversal of their proportion at the .Center. Over half of the whites stated

as their reason for leaving that they, were frightened for their personal safety. A

third of the Negroes gave the same reason, and all were of southern rural origin.
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The pattern of resistance against Negro domination by whites at Schenck is apparent

in t is area too. While attacks of Negroes on whites happen, so too do whites attack

Ne roes. During the time that Schenck was observed, there occurred an attempted

cros -burning by whites which was prevented by staff intervention.

At Welifleet, unlike at the other Centers, there is a Corpsmen Judiciary Board which

reviews Corpsmen offenses. This Board was observed and it was discovered that all

offenses, racially based or not, were interpreted as offenses against the Center and

the total Corpsman body. Consistent with everything else observed at Welifleet,

ethnically based intimidation was practically nonexistent.
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CONTROL GROUPS

1. Ileld1

Students at two Baltimore, Maryland vocational technical. high schools were observed
$

to see whether differences in 'learning style between ethnic groups exist outside of

.,11.313 Corps. School A was originally a white segregated school. It has large shops

and.exce lent facilities. In the last two years; an effort has been made to integrate.

Last year less than 3 per cent of the students were Negro. This year Negroes make

up approximately 14 per cent.

School B is an all-Negro. high school. Until this year when'twelve white faculty

were hired, faculty was entirely Negro. Although it was built two years after School

A, School B has smaller, less adequately equipped shops.

School A was first observed when only 3 per cent of the students were Negro. At
.

that time, the few Negroes enrolled clustered together and minimized their contact
. .

with both teachers and white students. No efforts were made by teachers or white

students to alter this. By the following year, when 14 per cent of the students were

Negro,. the school had become racially well integrated.

.

TWo electronics technician and two automotive mechanics courses were observed. No

diferences in learning style between the two ethnic groups could be detected. In-

deed, in the electronics technician course, where each student works with a partner,

only One pair consisted of two Negroes. The one white girl enrolled in the course
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ha a male Negro lab partner. Students all appeared to be working well together

wit no attendant horseplay. The course involves working on a prescribed series of

exp

the

eriments. The fastest pairs in the course were only three experiments ahead of

slowest ones.

The automotive courses at School A w:are taught in a tightly controlled fashion. The

instructor described procedures and identified meaningful checkpoints. The students

then began working. Upon reaching a checkpoint, the student would raise his hand

and the instructor would check the work he had done. All students, except for three

white boys who were awaiting sentencing for juvenile offenses, worked continuously

and conscientiously.

Discussions with the instructors immediately revealed that the-behavior criterion for

Negroes was not different than for whites. When pointedly asked to comment on per-

formance differences between races, they responded that all School A students are

bright. Indeed, they have decided that School A Negroes are exceptional. In

actuality, the entrance requirement is such that it ensures entry to any student. who

wishes to attend. The Negro students are living up to the expectations set by the

instructors because they are receiving the same treatment and attention as their white

peers. Apparently, they know. the behaviors and are able to play the role of a "good

student" and will do so if permitted and encouraged to.



1

At School B, the all Negro school, the situation was quite different. One was

immediate! struck by the total lack of control in the classrooms. In both of the

electronics Technician courses, individual students seemed to be considerably ahead

of the rest f the group. The instructors (one of whom was Negro, the other white)

spent the majority of their time with these independent workers and tended to ignore

the unruly behavior of the others in the room. In the automotive mechanics courses,

both of the instructors covered the theoretical portion of the course by asking individ-

uals to read aloud from the textbook. There was no class discussion of the material

at all. At one point, some repairMen started working outside of the classroom. The
V

students were instructed to continue reading despite the fact that they could not.1,

heard. After reading a segment in the text, the students went to the shop where they

worked independently at whatever they chose. In most cases they chose to do

nothing.

What was pointedly evident at School B was the similarity in attitude between the

white and Negro instructors. Although the general. attitude in Baltimore is that

Negroes are inferior, strong efforts by the Teachers' Union and the Public School

Teachers' Association have led to early integration of faculties. Apparently, the

dilemma created by this intermingling of white and Negro teachers has been solved

by having the Negro teachers. accept the attitudes of white teachers. Indeed, they

no longer consider themselves Negro at all and can, therefore, agree that the obvious

play behavior occurring in their classrooms and shops is based on "a cultural need"

that Negroes have to express themselves.

.
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Negro teuc hers, like their white counterparts, remain oblivious to the constant dis-

order in th it classrooms, because they expect it. In fact, they encourage this be-

havior by making their expectations known. For example, when the repairman, men-

tioned above, was creating an i nsurmountable din, a student told the teacher that

he couldn't hear. The instructor's response was, "Pay more attention!" Naturally,

the youth and his peers were puzzled by the response. The same instructor, when in

the shop, spent all of his time with a select group of students.

The conclusions that emerge from these observations are quite comparable to those

derived from Job Corps Centers. They point up the importance of the teacher, his

expectations and his responses to students as predictors of behavior and as varigbles

that intervene to obscure whatever ethnic differences there may be in learning style.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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Results of the study suggest that no special adaptation of teaching methodi to ethnic

groups is required.

Special arention should be given in staff training to the problems created by

proportiOns of ethnic groups at Centers. Particularly, staff should be alerted to the

fact that performance standards must be clearly stated, required of everyone alike

and reinforced when met. The obligation of learning is on the teachers. Staff should

be mcde aware of the danger of reacting to behaviors produced by low and high

proportions of Negroes by reinforcing them. At the moment, they do just this. It

is all the more imperative in these cases that they maintain uniform standards and

-criterion behaviors for all and not fall prey to their own prejudices and fears no

matter how much Corpsman behavior confirms them. No one who is admitted to Job

Corps is unteachnble. Teachers should never allow their function to become that of

instead of the instrumentality of learning.

During the first 30 days, an effort should be made to assist rural Corpsmen to achieve

greater verbal proficiency, This appears to be Ehe greatest difficulty standing in the

way of their gaining the full advantages of Job Corps. Regardless of the academic

qualifications of most rural Corpsmen, they probably should attend small Conservation

Centers before being placed in the more uncontrolled environment of an Urban Center.
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The Negro Movement

Jttly Ii, 1966

The colored people say that they are going to get

on top f the world, .1 don't think so, because for one

thing, they have no weapons, and have no military power

or force. The highest that a colored person can get is

the same as a white peT.son. If we had' power then we

might get on top. Otherwise, we will fight like our

primitive ancestor's, First of all, we need intelligence

and wisdom and learning to accept that a white man will

always be here.
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Philosophy
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My name is Georce Gibson,: Now once and a...ainv, y proceed in
. 1-11^ m. ,",4.0amu Na.l.csa J_ call a D...L.4..vsophy. he reason unis becaute4 4- .

everyday 1 _Lind donfronted with mny of lifes mimero-as ard.

'b 0).2 4

ana decisions:, When it seems T.cannot cope with them

uhrour4h ordinary idea s, I feel by writing them down E. can achieve

personal c=rliGhtment and consolation.
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A Review of l'Zooming in on
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article
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with the dap moist gent-je breeze like
and the sadn.7;ss; the magnificence of liRbts%
ess thEi Dr:13r city of crime but a

from sunset toctitv of bleautyc a city that lives
sunset yet the shadows never fall,

Ccmment on "A Review of aloming in on the City 3

Rink Peito's..aTtftli review of. the
article on the- city is exr;ellento

certalr.77 like' to see more m_itten work
corDsmeno You can do ito All you have co do

Life Ilaza
We would
from the

' It's n t a ard
put your idspja)s on

as;(;1341t;:71X11
help

Yau°

is
And

If you would like to read the article itsel?.;)
you can find it in the latest Issue of Life Magazine
on display in the CummunicatIons roomo
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MALCOLM X VS. MUIIP11.11.TD

To me, to =Tare liuhu.c). ALL with Dlisacpim X, you cannot,
Malcolm was truly a Ereat man. Fio tried, in ycpircitux,
no other man has.tricd; hr.) .1.-~sufforud. much Pc= t2it.:2 .tihitrJ man, but
yoti, ho overclmo this, t.5 try and "cad poople back to whAt he
thought vas right. As for Muharmud AD.i, in my voiniou hc
disgracos the black man in his loud aad no4sy way he carriod ima)
sow ~: and think he makoc a mociccry a his roligiorg.
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BLACK AND Ulan

INTRODUCTION: Well ladies and gents, this is a story of the colorod
man and. his struggle, I will try to let you know '.that
his life is like and why you youmelf should let him
be th( man he is, as he lets youo

*****************************************44*************************4***

I'm from Seattle, Washington, and I riou i-oxide in the Xilmer
Job Corps Cantor, Edison, Nw eruoy. I mystilf have spnnt many hoursand days of my life with the colorod man.

And I ask but one thing!

Ple.se, don't let your tociety go to 'waste by letting voursolfand your childron go on boliovoing that miry colored :..an ix, Sad and
dimy, bocause he isn't. I think 1 know, bacauso I live and work
trary day - o my life ho with them and I'd say thy ara cUanq3r then
tWals psopls I have sem°

Tho colored man has boon trying. to vt himself cut of the slums,
brut there is the problm of the peoplo accvpting him .at a man and nota: "dirty nigggro"

.

We here at Kilmer have had quite a fve clooed discuszione on the
rtcial equality of people on the facto of this earth.. Romombr the
saying that God put forth unto mankind: "Each man it craated equal".
Won, letvs %%Al= Him, oursolves that, this saying will
not go unheed4-ado

Sure, thore are quito a number of colored people who livo in
the lawmrsnt district, and is the slums. But, have you evey stoppodt think how many whites you havo in the slums, along with Vivo colored?
And do you say they. are dirty? Cr, maybe its jut the, color of ht
skin that makes the differonco? Ask, yourealf this queotion: Am I
prajudiced?

Why do cc.pany Noplo say, "I'm bettor than acmooneo" Is it
because they have an education? Well, that's no big thing, because
any man can bottvr himpolf to a point where ho's jut as go' dp if not
batter than the next man. -Wo man 1.3 many bettor than the thar, far
it or was bottor he would be a machineo Now, don't got mo yrong; I
mean, as a man in himself.

WO zee on our television vats race riots and .such. All the time,
the colored man is_singing, "ae shall ovorcome." Why, I ask yr.m,
should any raco of people halm to.fight four their rights, and *21 Usp
or that go to jail for them? MAmy people cannot face this aimplo
but v:..4.7 compIex problaao I sometimea it and amk. myself, "What can

do Ivalisl?" Today, or th© first. time, I'v found that thexo aro

Ot



ways to help; in fac.t, many ways° But you can hap eopocially in
ono van ortond your hand in friendship, and alwaya beam) in
yoursolf and your foilmr ma n°

The colorad man balievos i" he push,z)s h'd .rough Nix,411 mill
manse that you mad,4 a big mistake by being so ignorant; tbat you
push a man down, instelid of up, and ono or those days you will be
sorry°

But I think this world has more ocime than that. Will can ovcrcomo
by holping them tut of th* guttsr vhero maPhy of U3 put them, to tho
toy and to whom a man Jo a man, as hr :'r is meant to bc0

Tot in CCM9 placso in the Unitod StaU4s there aro still people
with a to l droama a drcam of power; pvi,,mir tu 'haw) slavery°

Ladies and ppntlomen, yak: youmolves back in timo and think;
wa have= brgm hoidirsz the Negro at a vory 2xvel over 3inca he
was in'elavory. Thon Abe Lincoln frood him° But vas he fl.ez, or just
thought or as fre?

I nimarabtal tams w Sm men ww.ma boatcin'and killaL by mob s0
I sc$o it, you yourzoif luauld.go out meld fight for you7 rights if
Ircu had too Bat wi11 you aand by a pacple on their way up; or '411
pra. ;nand bff and T.auch, and aay "Thoy won't mako Well, don't
count on its bilcalize.man vat:3 madz to pTogvtaa, and labile you'ra laugh.=
ing ha will pazz rya by and say, "Ndu I'm tho boos; ultail give you
cii© you gavo meo or aell I help you like r4mo pcople of ad

me?"

IA
11

I:2

Put youzzoir in this p*sition: You don't.have a job, and you
can tot on* in many ca =0 NVW; have you ever thought of youroalf
in this ono .on' Maybe .you'rG poor and can% get a job, 01" waybo
itgs your colcrl Ask yourtmlf that question!

There aro Ward on Poverty, but is this tho complottl solution°
All that's hal=smits is the powntrwars te vottlno r"selfTc'd r-1714-1/42. J. .4 LI.... ri

peopla our or a form of illiteracy° I think, if :hid world would come
out atd acc) thlri problem aa it ia, ura might got some whore au far as.
&Plying the main ;arts of it. But, as say, the bs,st ,stay to help is
to offtx-your friendship and help the Nero.bo tho' man he is°

beta at c/ass hada discussion on automation and dit;coverod
painfully that avtomation is slowly takilag over thq;1 world° Prstty
soon ,tilzr world will ho going into a world or cybernetic, bias

already started (1952), This all goes to prove a p*int: that all o
ua or practically all, will ond up in the lolacpmnt district0' And then
the oactIle vith =nay can day9 mYou know, I VI-link ther041 only ono
thini tIlay're gcod for any mero, and that's to laugh at, and to remem.
bsr that soma of therau were once good Eric-Ids° So what I'm saYing is
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arzbody can bo mug outcast; but why not try to help, instead ofmaking. matters worm?
r

Remember the day 03 slairary when .people used othsr human beingsto shine the shoos; pick thoir cotton and thorost. Nola look atthem° Today, where tboy are they? Almost liitz,ht back 'whore they Star tadfrom. I .say this blactrazo its almost a simular situation today. Now;instead of fiefitiroz for their freedom, thoy are fighting for theirrichtso But nolo you can go out and shoot them like before, or boat
theme)

The Klu Klux Klan began to hurt and dosta- these people recently.And what happened? Thoy wizal.Ao arrosted and jailed.
The o was .stnartic7r..e in a book which ztated Chat the colored

man was crioxe, ho could not as knowle-Idgeo But is thistrue? No; beam%) there ario colo.rod meal and =mon gradaating 1.1'rom ourcollcvs every yaaro. And. from our hijfa schools, and from our military
academie:34 Sanct are; faaoue, singers; coma are ctpoTts stars; soma aroaptora; cite° -So y o u 'zoo that n o r an can be comp:kat:1.y ignorant.

Some inciAcnt's cr.na forth when thi people of the South aremakin.s. tho colorod man s t in the back of the, bus; or walk on 1,12.0
opye:.Ncito oide or the erezv.it, But slily allow your .ignoranco by doingsuch deceitful thingo? yoNarif..%lf in that sazae position, and think*trou:Ld you tr4zt to it in the lok..c;.ck; or walk on the opposite .sicle; or
would you rather bra treated 3.,iice a human boing?

People; Vvo found out that maybe its because the 1,717.ite people
b,ave not ast...tociated with. the col;:,rz.ltd vary rauch==,but you can; and youknow ito Or mybe it2s that you've TAth the go.jority, and the majoritysays$ "Noon Wall; that la It youlw got bze-ains for to make your own
CIOCiSiOnSo Go ct and minglo; donut b afraid==they Won't bitelo theyare pistoplo toot TirDy do tha eu/me thins that any of you do.

Remember Prod:Is2M John F. KeRawdy? Well, the was.a prosidontI .raally moan to to you; tatat man qmaz groat° Jut think; he watts a
man who was dOin 301210thing for the Nlopio o1 this country. MO12Oswald allot Ligto But ho l';J.ft a &laying which I saitchad a iittlfa; "Ask120.'4 Ifib.at you can do for youruelf; but Ienat you can do for yowl follow
mane "

Liston to this.. :now; be mcatv.60 this may hurt; and e if y4ouwould wilzt yoursalf in this position or maybe your child:21mo
In the days of alavery the colored man was sold; and I moansold; like jud.as sold Joel for twenty pieces of silver° And on top= ot that his tzomen wire used for breeding stock; his children were

bma.ten, and hi daughters wore kopt to bear more children for slave rd
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',IMO a 14111.111.4 On his tmy to the U.S. he 71-as Lad to balicve
h. 1,74,43 big brew.ht t to prorliz,t3d land and iniztoad h VMS bricOlIght
into a uvrad or 4Alavery mad coritccipt f(7,tv life. Or tbioir w here
they nort.r.5. an4 bsstoi teith a 'whip .

nnl 010 /.$ b This " o9 l tit.e. dys, was moro
of a' co:mail:aim V:11:12 1141.V.3 cler.wero.cy. 11214ra man ital.0 C4,32.d not only
in body '4..z.t s v1 an wzi.11.

long I
or tTe;.ez-3 day a ycu riL1 learn, artd. I hops it'a not to

Rde.lra and not-al:mos Arrita is Unvwn
an,tt c.iva colo1.--.14 man 1.44,111 tr.e.e*

meant hin to 0

texiny taQ r<y:n4,1:eining
in tfra mln az God

Readarzt: bail% th1 c.3 story and thia-....crozad you want, or
even think oi yourzoi.f.' in tteis pooltiv.a?
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M- and the Job Corps

To me Tre.onally, the Cr...Tpz.ir.; a 1-r.,, good
£a.1i1.x Iapat. at We have had quitz: a bit of
around 1. aid staff don't secw. to kici rb ai... to
i.t; and aciaf.-:. of the '.13. 11-ho arc:: .r44).13.-J hr.r.&, t;
hurt, II' thz; s'..a.ff had r.cJt ;-,11ch
qtki U. not av s r.w.ry prob:I.:?.mu at
ar4 arortr.d C)1 t,
I I.cno....r znyself I have; the "d.f.t.i.:Ct
but; that can I do?

.1 .1

10
7.411 r.r/

w4

.1.1y taiio haz crzie to a ntanfiztill. 63.1s.t It 1ri't aLrbt.e -and I carit., leave.. or 1 l'i7; iit 1.1.* . ;.11' L7e. 117di 1.011a. 'I Ix en in the Corp:
1 only learned the 1.17,:szt riorthu aoc h..t waz:,at a conservatim c.cmter, ;,tho.rc thoy taught
I wanted more, z...mo-oo,ed to Lid-1.10T14

bUt is Tiot They 1ai orr th.ngs., Lui,c,7*;.-177,
ho..4- (tar!. vou learn? Wilen you donit, learn you :Lot

DOCUMENT FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY,
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THE $EM OT LOVE

111

bogirnimg Juma wag f-ego c.172..d cra my ray to
f ash pliny.,,,brph avi th411ght I vantck)d ito Ble;

t 411P0 lazt guao t1..$t fzer.mdo rta I wag+ c t10.3

nk flirting artoundp I aTiw L2V0.

I felt v. great oralati= toward Imo° It WIZ that nIglat
wkAn she cerin TA and makod riz if I would givo hor a
ride hc=o0 Sta lx:a a friolad of a fricp:12 oil m1.11.39 :Do I
agivedo As we camo to hu h-13.m9D

;h ackat if I wnntod ta
co M9 i for a while° aad I aocoptcd ia7itatimo

Thomo fikA3 offorod ro a as a of p.;)p m pie** of cekoo
MI at dorin on this sod Aloft° but tharkwo w.valcoaod /nr par=
entaa so ye went out gi&. cat in th:,1 ear :and tallwdo Afor
an hour In &Aided to loavop oho tato hor housoo and M3
about. cix =ilea avay to minor)

But than lizo.sEw no =ors of ea oh otbaro NQV tho day
"camo 12124= I was to loara tozza to go atd join too Job.Corpfn.
I loft homfl on July,tha twentp.sovomthp fi)r tba state of
Michigan° Thsre_I atayod ffor tra viaolmo and was tramafeaTad
to Camp Ziluarp Now Jorsoyp in tho tomashlp t3e Edifsozo

Here I stayed ftr five mlnthaD in thi6h I haw) forgot-
ton the girl I mzt baWr. 1=19 in Slaatolaado ii it waa
time for nu to roturm horm for the Chriztmas va4ationo

At hom49 I weet for a mak amd.a. half withwt ontaiat'om,
ing lava. girl I mat tbat last pumr.car9. but tban agi wag
akatingo es -roll us flirtinzo with all.of h girlo I btad
flirted xl.th before° I agala. reat this girlo and I felt q
grQator =lotion t*varda hcro TUG sfot luta way off *ountoro
It wac On thz Sunday night0 Js u: the ainondo It F3O
ea though tbs satond of awry mixatb. I am t moot this giglo

as this night sba told M5 that; ab9 atttknding thl
sum* high ohool whicill I attendo4 and vaduated frArap 04
for throe days I wont b=kto this och2o1 to 1.00k tor hove
But one bad thing that was faeiag E0 Va0 to rotes to the
camp the following days ao that dayo smd the followittg day
we said gcodmby for about 'oms hour°

Six= the w hays boon consoarondingo and o tido the
a neric of 1,oVa bi0Oas"Dd
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My THOUGHTS ON FOOD SERVICE SCHOOL

Before I went into Food Service I expected-More of the schoolthan what I 6 t. From what I was told about it we would be cookingall different Itypos of food,.and when we got out we would know moughfrom our experience to go into any kitchen and cook. The kitchen mt.cook in now is nothing like that at all. We go to our vocationalclasses ,ivory other days and each day we have different jobs. Forexample, =day a few of us mould work on meats, and the next day wewould work on pots and pans. I don't think that the setup is bad, beecause hots else can you get everyone in the kitchen and work at the sametime and still get to cook? 'But you just don't got enough cooking!I've been going to the mess hail for eleven weak. and I havon't cookedany kind of meat. I've washed pots and pins two or three times; had thedining room three times. The only thing I've made in the lino of foodis two diferent salads and a pot of soup; also, IVe chopped' up a lot ofonions, carrotsp lettuce, and green peppers. I really didn't make thesoup; all I had to do was beat it up. I'm not griping about having moreto do in cloa. Alp than cooking, because that's all part of cocking too,'but yoU just Aynft get enough training at the mess hail to got out and .goright into a job and be sure that you can do it. In my opinion, when anyone=gradtaates.out of Food Service, he's not ready to start cooking in anyrestaurant. The only thipg he really knows he to do is got get somethingfor the cook when he wants it. When the Corpsmen get to the kitchen theywent to cook and they haVe the interest but some how they lose heart.
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I Was Thbre

"May have your attention children?" This sound was repeated
thrice bef re a deadly hush fell on the lips of the fifty "citizens"
who had a hared at the small Negro Baptist church in New Haven,.
Connecticu in preparation of what was to be the most historic journey
of our ent re lives.

"As y u all kLow, we are here to make a trip to our nation's
capital to ay, one which should have been wade about 200 years ago."
.As the old minister talked I sat silently in the crowd with my eyes
fixed upon the old man. A man who had been the pastor of this small
but moderate church for the better part of sixty-five years. This
Was the church of my grandparents, and my mother, wno at the moment
was mingling among the crowd passing out little schedules cf this
day, a most important day.

It was a hot, humid and muggy day, a day when all of the same
people were at thl bea..-;11 or on their way, I thought, until this
particular morning as I made my way down Dixwell Ave., across Starr
Street and on to the snail church which stood on the corner of Newhall
and Hazel Street. As I approached the small church my eyes automati-

.
cally went up to the roof of the small temple where there stood a
large symbol of the crucifixion. This symbol had always caught my
eyes for as long as I could remember. Back when my mother and'5
older brothers would .always walk to church tot ether, even then I
always began to fall ,ehind. The rest of the family as we got
nearer and nearer to this symbol of suffering, saame, and wrong
doing.. Always mother would be calling to'me2 "Larry, come on now,
you can watch the cross wiien church is over; now come.on." Her
voice I always heard and began to do a slow back-peddling toward
the rest of the family but my eyes seemed glued to this cross with
a man nailed to it with a crown, as I was later to learn, of t,,orns
around his head. Blood ran down on his face, face that to me
looked as tnough he did not deserve to be up there with nails in
his hands and feet because it was one of the nicest, kindest and
most understanding faces I had ever seen.

As I began to come out of my childhood thoughts I sudden1;(.rfelt

a tug at my shoulder, and as I looked up the audience was standing
up. I don't know how long I had been dreaming but it was clear the
old minister was bringing his address to a close. As I stood he
said,"No I did not come here to take up all your time, but seeing as
how we are starting out on a journey wnich will surely need the
comforting and guiding hand of God I think we should take time out
and ask the Almighty to go with us today." With these words he. bowed
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did everyone else in the church.

.5r father, creates and preserve r .of all mankind, MO said
word that all men were created equal, that all the
it .world and the world to come was entrusted in thy
d. As we stand here with our face turned toward the

and our aeLrts turned toward heaven and its eternal
g of thee with most tender hearts of compassion to
these our weak bodies and have mercy upon this small

group gathered here to try and do the thing that we feel is right.
Oh, father divine if we ar_ doing anything which is not pleading
in thy holy sight we beg oh father, that you would speak to us in
your god-like manner and right en that where we have wronged. live

ask you oh God as we start on this earthly trio today upon the
busy and dangerous highway to put your long arm or protection
around us. Now heavenly father we ask that you take these words
in hand use them as you see fit. Amen."

As the word "Amenl-rang throughout the church my heart was
suddenly uplifted to the highest of heights, because the prayer
had been it seems just the thing that I needed to put myself in
he trip. Mixed emotions had been high with me before this old

than had spoken his ;piece. Now I was for the trip 100 percent.
I began to feel a feeling rising up in me, one that had begun to
make me feel proud that I was even able to particii,ate. in 'this,
.feat, as small and unimportant as I was; I felt that I would be
missed if I was not there.

The crowd in the church began to break up slowly and move
toward the door in small Lroups.

"Children. let us not for` et tine food, because you knc'w Rev. Epps
loves to eat," shouted the old minister. Everyone laughed and a few
of the ladies made their way to the basement to fetch up the food,
dragLing behind them a couple of the young men to lift the heavier
boxes.

"Larry, I'M glad that you're coming with us; now I will not be
the only young person on the bus." I turned to see one of my friends
since childhood, Jean 3mith4 who was about the same age as myself.
We were making small talk when the bus pulled up and the driver
yelled, "all aboard:" .As we began to load th bus, people started
with the liLht jokes so as to get the trip off on tae right pace.
Loaded at last, the bus began to move, destination-Washington, D.C.,
out on tile turnpike and onward.

ti
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nd Epps .stcod up in the front of the bus and a silence
ing, he looked us all over. He again said,"Children
st fine today, and Ilm just as proud as any father
day. This trip is 'going to be one ;Oat will be talked
emembered through the ages. When this is all over and
around you are asking questions and debating what they
paper, heard on the rc.dio, or saw on television, you
n step up and.ansvier the unsolved questions. Whenever
llenges your knowlddge about this day, you can just

smile and say, was There7." With these words he returned to
his seat. ior as long as I could remember he had always seemed to
know just the right words to say. This little speech of his left
everyone :beaming, and as I looked around to see if I was the only
one bearing I could see on the faces of everyone that there was an
extra sparkle of life written all over them.

As the bus rolled along the crowded highway, someone in the
rear of the bus began to hum one of the old Negro hymns, itUncloud.;
Day", from the humming version of the old, moving, emotional hymn
someone began to sing the actual words of the song. In a matter
of minutes everyone was blending their voices and the entire bus
was filled with the sound of joyful singing from the lips of those .

who had never had voice training or had never claimed to be singers,
but, the sound was joyous and beautiful.. I too was blending my
voice as best I could as we rolled along the highway.. As we
.continued to sing I just began to listen to the voices of others.
As I listened, I began to wonder, if maybe this was the way our
our creator had intenddd for us to be, always. I have never seen
an angel or heard them sing but I believe that the sounds we were
making were directly from the lips of angels.

On and on we rode down the hot road. The heat became more
unbearable and the ice water was hauled out, and passed around.
After everyone had their fill of the cold, soothing drink, they
became silent4 as if thinking of the purpose of their trip.

As I looked about me, I saw faces I have been seeing for all
of my life. Just in front of me was a man named James Brantley,
a hard-working man, a family man, ch rch-going and cod- fearing, was
sitting with his head lowered in a book which was entitled ..The
Standard Man; as I looked at him, I wondered if, maybe, he knew that
this book he was reading was exactly a book about me like him.
Men who do their work, support hteir families and keep the world
going around.

On and on we rode down the highway. "Do you really think
Martin Luther King, James Farmer, Roy Wilkins, and Ref. James
Abernathy will really be their?" Asked someone behind me.



"Well I re lly dontt know;" came the reply, "but if they said
they would then that's good enough for me," "After all, they
are the sp arhead of this entire marching protest; without them
we would n t even be making this trip."

"Hey that ign said, "Fifteen miles to Washington," someone yelled.
Everyone s rained their eyes for a look at the sign, but the bus
was well b yond it by' then. A silence seemed to fall upon the bus,
and we wer now beginning to get a little doubtful, as we knew that
We would h ve to leave the safe confines of the bus and join in on
the streets with more like us. Sensing that we were beginning to
be as Peter, as he stood upon the water, "doubtful." It was then
that the old'minister, the one who was always there when one of his
"children'? was in their sick bed, in trouble, or in need of food
or just advice, as always was out of his seat again. He turned
to face us with that ever-present and warming smile. His hair was
as white as the winter snow, his eyes flashed with the wisdom of
many years of living. "What's the matter, children?" he asked
calmly. "We came here in protest of what we think is unfair civil-
*rights treatment, toward all the minority groups of the world. Now

let your feathers fall children, we're .gonna have a marvelous
time today. Just you wait and see." "Today we are going for high
;and better things. Today we are gonna aim forthe moon, but if we
miss the moon and fall among the stars, we'll still be on high
ground." Satisfied that he had gotten the morale of the group up

. and gotten his point over, he gave us the big wide smile and-took
his seat. "Always says the right things, doesn't he?" some one
said. I felt good deep inside knowing that someone else felt the
same way about this grand old man, - a man who asked for nothing
from the world except to be a friend to men of all walks of life.
A man who was completely satisfied with the simple uncomplicated
things of life.

"Whom do I :park ?" asked the bus driver of the parking lot
attendant. "Right to the left of the. big yellor bus," he said,
pcbinting in the distance. The driver maneuvered the bus to the
prescribed area and brought it to a halt. "Well, I guess this will
do it," he said. I sure hope you folks get ample results, because
I thifik you are about the nice.3t bunch of folkd I have ever had the
pleasure of driving for. "From the tune of his voice and the look
on his face, it was easy to set; he was serious. We all thanked him
as we piled out of the bus. "Why don't someone ask him along,"
someone said. "Son, why don't you come and join us in our effort?
We would be awful glad to have you," the old minister said. "I
should stay with the bus, sir, but I thank you for the invitation:
"Well, I guess you have a job to do too, but if you change your

mind you are still welcome." 'Smiling, the old minister turned and



walked away. We had began our walk to the meeting place of all
marchers, n d had walked two blocks when someone yelled, "Hey,
Reverend wa t up!". eye turned to see the driver of the bus coming
in a huff. Catching up he walked to Reverend and taking the sign
he was carr inF said "Let me carry this sign sir, you have been
carrying th b,trden.of too many things all your life." Without
protest the Reverend smiled and said "God bless you, young man."
Blushing sl ghtly, the driver fell in step with the rest of the
group. Do the. street we continued until the huge crowd slowly
came into v ew. Flags, signs, and numbrous other things were being;
hoisted into the air. To our untrained eye it looked as if the
entire world's population was there. People from all walks of life,
were all there today. The Negroes, Cubans, Chinese, Americans,
many of the white race, Indian and many, many more.

"Ladies and gentlemen, fellow citizens, travelers from afar.
How happy I am to have this opportunity to welcome you to our
nation's capital. Today is the day of days, the day when the eyes
of the entire universe are upon this city and us. As we begin our
March down Killebrew Drive, we humbly request that you all conduct
yourselves, as we know you can, in the most respectful way possib7.e.,

Let this day-be a day wherein all our children and their children's.
. ohildrens will .proudly benefit. As our young ones reach the evening

of their lives they can look back upon this day with triumphant
pride and tell their children, "My father, or my mother and I were

. here". As the man at the microphone continued.totalk, silence
fell over the forty thousand-plus crowd gathered there. "Many,
he continued, have contended that today would not be successful at
all but entirely a useless cause. Let them talk! We are here

today to demand equality for all, and that's just what we will get -
equality ?" A roar went up from the crowd as the speaker stepped
from the top of a bus, the top being used as a speaking platform.
"Now let us have a minute of silent prayer, and thus begin our
march. " With those words the speaker laid down his mike and bowed
his head, All around me were the soft sounds of voices, voices
in prayer.

The national anthem of all civil rights marchers, "We Shall
Overcome," was just beginning to reach it's peak, as the huge crowd
which now had grown into approximately eighty thousand began to
slowly move off. "We Shall overcome." The words began to get
louder and louder until everyone in the crowd, and those who stood
along the sidewalk, were swept along in this huge wave of emotion
coming forth from the lips of thousands. "It's in my heart.' do
believe, we shall overcome someday." Before now, this particular
song -which had not meant too much to me was at last slowly beginning
to take meaning.. As I looked around me at all the different

a
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the Lincoln Memorial!" shouts were heard throughout the crowd. I
looked up and my heart began to quicken its beat. For now it was .

no more something of hearsay - or was it pictures in a history book.
I realized that at the moment we.were standing at the feet of one
of the greatest symbols of justice and peace that had ever roamed
the face of the earth. It made me feel awfully proud to be a part
of this protest movement. As we came directly in front of this
ever-living monument, I could clearly see the figure of Old Abe.
Sitting peacefully in a chair, a man who had been assassinated
.because of his efforts,to bring peace and equal opportunity to all.
As we proceeded by this grand old man, I could see words written
in huge letters above his head - "The Gettysburg Address." As I
,remembered this most famous* address, and the deep meaning that went.
with"it, I could barely hold my emstions in check. As the marchers'
naticnal anthem reached a feverish pitch, many were sobbing openly
without shame or fear. "Children let us lift our voices high" the
'words came from beside me. I turned to see Rev. Epps, the old
gentlemen villo had been a symbol of truth and honesty for as long
as I could remember.

essions,' it was suddenly clear to me that to everyone
was one of dedicLtion, sincerity, and the foundations
ny more protest marches to come. I now felt a little
ase I knew that my reason for this .rip was different
Though I was a full believer in "equal opportunity ",
or less along for the ride. Now as I listened, to the
them of the civil rights movement, this trip took on an
fferent meaning. Emotions were high: some were even
we began to gdt nearer the Lincoln Memorial. "There's

The sun was shining down unmercifully as we proceded up to the
capitol, A few members of this huge crowd were being overcome by
the blistering heat. As those overcome by the heat began to fall
out of pace with the crowd, someone would reach down and help them
back to their feet and continue on. "Why conldn't the world be
as we are here today", I thought to myself. If we were always
helping those who were overcome by the problems of life, instead
of trying to hurt the weaker ones, what a wonderful world this
would be.

"Hey! There's the speaker's platform in front of the capitol,"
came the shout from close about me. Joining hands, these humble
people of poverty, and in ignorance for so many years stopped and
just silently stared at the capitol. For many it was their first
time ever seeing this great and famous building. Those who had
been here before now saw the capitol from a different view. It now
symbolized a solution to all the unfair dealing toward all the
.minority groups of the United States and the world.
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there too. Harry Belafonte, Burt Lancaster, and the two women who
have became a legend in their own time, Mahalia Jackson and Marion
Anderson were sitting, side by side. Also on the platform was a
well known author James Baldwin,

is Dr, King", someone shouted. Everyone strained to
t this man that the Negro people had come to look
President, Moses,, and Our Leader. Looking back I

at the crowd stretched over twenty_or thirty blocks.
ld glasses, which was the only way to see what was
front. Luckily, I was near the front of the.huge crowd,
to.clearly see and recognize the faces of all the

d speakers on_ the platform. It looked as though all
they would be there had kept their word. King,
mer, Abernathy and a few of the movie industry were

The crowd began to come to a halt, until finally everyone had
come to a standstill,

"Today, ladies and, gentlemen,will.undoubtedly be a day that
will long be remembered in the hearts and minds of many of Americans.
Especially in the heats of the Negro peoples"

'I looked up to see thy; face of a man whom I had seen in the
newspaper and on television many times before. The face and the
voice belonged :to' that of James Farmer, director of the C.O.R.E.
chapter,

"Too long have we been asking and getting nothing, today we are
here in demand for our civil rights. On this platform we have
many distinguished songsters and speakers, W.e are going to ask all
the speakers to please limit their addresses to five minutes. If
you can't finish your speech in five minutes, please do it in three
minutes." Laughter flowed from the huge crowd. "Our first speaker
will be a dedicated man to the purpose of Civil Rights and of
great leadership, Mr, Roy Wilkins."

On and one, the large platform of speakers were being introduced,
until finally it was time to have some music.' Called upon was a
lady very capable of brining forth beautiful music, Mahalia Jackson.

"Oh, I'm so glad to be here today to put in my little mite.
I'm going to ask all'of you to join' in and help me sing an old song;
"Didn't it Rain." The organist began to beat out the notes of the
old song. The 'crowd began to sway to the music, and then Miss
Jackson began to sing as only she can. 'A voice that has thrilled

e. millions, had sung in the presence of kings, dukes, lords and queens,
and many of the Presidents of the United States. "Didn't it rain
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ain, oh my Lord," on the song went until she had f.nallyto a halt. Deafening applause came roaring from the
e hundred thousand,plus. The crowd too loved the greatckson. On and on the rear "more, mokre," began to get
1 the platform M.C. called Miss Jackson back to the
A pleasing smile on her face and tears in her eyes,

efore the huge crowd. It was very plain to see that
ply moved by this large crowd of humble people. The
is Jackson has known many an enthusiastic crowd with itsroar of applause, but as I look upon this woman with the angelicvoice, I could not help but believe that this ovation surpassed

anything she had ever known.

Again she bowed and sang another verse of this great and truesong. Again the roar came "more, more," but this time the pleawent ungranted, Finally the crowd calmed down and awaited the
next procedure of the program.

All of the platform guests had delivered addresses, - all butone man. The man that had becaome faMous solely through his greatbattle for equal rights for all people. Regardless of their creed,color, race or religion. This man was Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
."Now ladies and gentleman, conies the moment and the man that weall have been waiting for. I could stand here for hours and talkabout the many achievements of this man. But I'm sure that all ofyou know him for what he has been to the Negro people today. Ladiesand gentleman, I give you our friend and leader, Dr. Martin LutherKing, Jr," The roar was deafening, the emotions were higher now

than they had been at anytime while the other platform speakers
delivered. Louder and louder came the rcaring approval of the crowd,Standing there before this large group of humble people, I knew
as everyone else, that Doctor King was well pleased with all his
followers. A somewhat small man in physical size, he now stood outabove all the rest. After it seemed that the applause would not
cease, he slowly drew up his hands above his head. As if given a
command there quickly fell a hush over the huge crowd,

"Let us all join hands to symbolize brotherhood, let us showthe entire world that there is love in Washington, D.C. today."All around everyone were taking each others' hands as he had asked.
People. who yesterday might have been a little skeptical at holding'
hands with someone they had never .met'before were eagerly joininghands.

"We all believe in equal justice under law. Though we believe
this'we can not have it because of blind hatred and ignorance onthe part of many of our fellow men. The minority groups of this

. . ,
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era have m de too little progress in the past one-hundred and
fifty year Though time has been marching on our progress has
..been at a tandstill. We came here today to the nation's capitol
to get the whells of justice rolling. Many of our forefathers
and mother bore the heavy burden of slavery. I'm sure that as
they would toil in the fields of their masters in the hot sun, that
they had a ream of someday being free as their Creator had intended.
Today I hav a dream. Eich day I dream of a place where all the
creatures 0 .the. earth all mingle together. A place where the
Episcopal child plays with the Baptist, the Jewish with the Catholic.
Where all the parents will lay down their arms and study war no more.
A place where we can all lay down the fears of war. Oh, when we
achieve this, what a wonderful place this world will be to live in!
It will be a herd struggle, but we can do it. After we have gone
the last mile of the way.we can sing the old Negro spiritual with
these words, 'free at last, free at last, thank God Almighty, I'm

.

free at last." With these emotion-filled words he concluded his
.address.

4

If the applause that the speakers and performers received prior
.to this address by Doctor King was deafening, well, this ovation
eras beyond words. It seemed as though the crowd was hit by an
electric charge. The ovc.tion seemed endless. Finally, after about
five minutes of continuous applause, the crowd began to quiet down.
After a few remarks by the platform M.C., the crowd began to move
back toward the parking lot.

"Let us not forget to pray as we start our trip homeward,
children." The voice was that of Rev. Epps. I didn't know that
he was close around, but then that was the way of the old man;
always around at the right time.

Back on the pus and in the.turnpike, the old man once again
appeared out of his seat at the front'of the bus. "Well children,"
he said, "I told you that we were going to have a grand time today
and we did. Didn't we?" "Yes sir, we sure did, and I'll say,"
came the reply from throughout the bus. "Now' you children remember
what I told you. Whenever someone .challenges your information on
your answers about today, what are we going to tell them?" The
answer came loud, clear and fresh from the entire bus, including
the driver. "I was there!"



or

"WILL THERE BE WAR ON POVERTY"

A

A coup .o of zillion :Light years away liar es-e heavi/y populated
plaint namcsd overty. Povegty is far more advanciA in science than
Earth, but th-n again nobody is perfect; in Povorty there are no birth
contra l pill 8 whence the inhabitants muUply like .rabbits. 'And to
make this prollem woras, in Povirny one half of the planet is land;
the other hal is water. Thom i3 no water shortage, but the air
pollution make.a Now York smell like 'My Sin'.

Povarty is a democratic planet; tba last election for Presiftnt
was won by Lucky Bird. The first act he did as President wuo to put
his brothws and sons-in.law in ofritr.a.

Lucky Bird didn't do much es President execIpt have Barb:5cues
on his rahch, wham ho rai8d Lady Bugs ftri7 the Agricultural ibpt.,
in orclev to-beautify Poverty. But th next election was coming up
soon. Lucky Bird fizurad_if he could get the formula for Bird Control,
Pillat he then cartainly would win this elaction.

:biz brother and campaign manager, Teddy Boar gave him a plan.
udky Bird aant for his best socret aomt, Bond Brat, so he could put
the scheme to wrk. The plan wias to kidmap one of EartWs leading
-21.1oloests. Brat looked ovor the case and decided on Red Chic 's Dr.
.g...han Rat.

Arriving in Peking, Brat found out that the goody had defected
to the frs z?. world; for bettfar union wAges. Brat tracod Dr. Rat to
Siagon, but again waz to late, the Dean Rusty had just put him on a
jet for Wazhington5 D. C.

Wben Brat rr,NIchtfid Wa0p.ington, Do C.i ht was introduced to
Sargent Tbriver. Mra Thrivor gave Brat an application or tho Peace
Corp and told him that Dr.. Rat want to one of L.J.B.'s pet x*ojects,
an axclanive job Corps Centtlr, named Camp Kilmizr, to sze his 3= Gringa
Grin a graduate from Yale, joined Job Corps just so h could gat
himsalf throe squares a day and a warm bunk.

To get inside Kilmer, Brat disguisod him if ao a Nae Corpsman,
and waitad on the long line of High School Crada, applying for entrance.
Most were turned down b6cauee toy had lower,.class standards.

As soon as Brat was processed in. Kilmer, he was taken to Liver-
pool and given a mw wardrobe of Mod clothes. Brat retired to his
roOm for the night to plan tha stategy.

Thci axt day, Brat was told about all the opportunities to learn
, trace., Brat had thought about getting a new trade, be spying
tves, getting to be for the birds.
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June 20; 1966

My Thoughts on Food Service School

Whn I joined Job Corps I decided to take food service, but now that I'm

in it I just d 't know. This is why I am writing this story, so that maybe I will find

out what I don't know .

I remember my first day in class, everything was going great for me, then

about my third week or things started to happen. I was starting to learn about the

class and the teachers; and boy am I sorry that I met one certain teacher. He just

didn't do anything except sit on his butt, and let the other teachers do his work, and

I think something should be dorv, about that.

Other teachers come in in the morning and at least try to help the Corpsmen

and themselves, but this one would rather sit and do nothing but let the other

teachers do his work.

Maybe once in a while he starts the dishwasher or put some water in it, and

then right back to the chair where he stays until someone ask him for some help about

3 or 4 times, and even then he sends some other teacher to see what is wrong instead

of going and trying to help the Corpsman himself.

I was told this teacher has been doing this for a long time now, and that

many teachers and Corpsmen are tired of this and it is also getting on my nerves.

And this is why I'm writing about this teacher.



IF YOU Tgrik: rocr rsAvg TRW,

uelllthis,ie a story of my love lIce. I have two
girl 'riondo; one is real skinny, the other is plump In
the r Iht ylaces and fat in the wrong places,

111start out by'tellin! you about the skinny girl-
friend° Why she's so skinny that if it weren't for her
adamsiapple shs'd !law) no shae at all Today I took 1.1. z
for a ride .in my sports car and hor les are no skinny that
I. shi 4;ed one throe times'? when sno wears a clack press shz
looks !liko a folded-;:p umbrollajand she's so skinny that
.Then oho. sticks out hor ton:-su and turns sideways she looks
like a zipper° In all, she looks like death on a. soda cracker
playing hoc )key from the cira-mard0

Now I'll describe the fat girlfriend° she, really
loves me; she told me she had saved herself for ma: gut
bellovo me9 she saved too dara mucho She's so fat that vhon
she _wears red earrinqs sho loks like tho back of a Gmyhound
bus° She uses a pertfume called "E.:enims in Paris" but when
she lifts up her arms it amells.ilka a Night in Hnrlem0 But
I love every acre of her°

I don't know which one to rarryp but a friend told ma .that.
if he were in my place he'd marry the fat one because as an
old sayIng zoos, "If '4),. little hunk of sugar is.sweet, a big
hunk is sweeter"0 But'I told told my friend about anothex old
saying, If a little piece of .11mb.tr7,or cheese stinksOust
think of what a- big piece smells like° Well anyway, I don't
think I'll marry either one bccause I can't 7,et alor(3- with
thSir parents. The skinny girl's father -doesn't like me
because I tona out that he had hair on th bottom of his feet
and he dramkd Piller> and her mother hates me because I knew_
she's bald-headed .and owns a fish market°

The fat girl's father dislikes ma bacause I calleW hi=
A punk, and her mother can't stand the si5at of itte because
I know she's Sot wriaklad-up breast and sheldrivos a garbase
.truck.
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COMUNIcATIONs. .

Course of Study for High School Ewivalency Program

phit 1

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Unit 2

Lesson
Lesso
Lesso.
Lesson
Lesson

Unit 3

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Unite k.

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Lerson
Lesson
Lesson
LAson.
Lesson

1 Nouns
2 Pronouns
3 Verbs (action and linking)
4 Verbs (helping)
.5 Direct and Indirect Objects
6 Subject Complements

1 AdjeCtivos
2 Adverbs
3 Prepositions
4 Prepositional Phrases (adjective, adverb)
5 Conjunctions

I Verb Tenses (present - past - past perfect)
2 Regular and irregular verbs
3 See, Do, Go.
4 Come, Run, Give
e5 Irregular Verbs
6 Irregular Verbs.
7 Irregular Verbs
8 Lie - lay
9 Sit - Set, Rise -Raise

I subject - sin
Do - Does, Was

3 Phrases in the
4 Subject - verb

gular and plural
- Were"
subject
formations in sentitnce.s

1 Usb of adverbs and adjectives, as modifiers
3 Use of good and well.
3 Sense Verbs
4 Positive - Comparative - Superlative modifiers
5 Double Negatives



Unit 6

Lesson

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Unit Z

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

t Unit 8

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Leccon

1 Nominative and Objective case forms - recognition
and usago

2 Nominative and Objective case usage-- compound objects
3 Elliptical sentences and case
4 Repetition in sentences
5 Order of courtesy
6 Appositives and pronoun usage
7 Pronouns as objects of propositions
8 Use of them and those

41.

Adverb clause
Adjective clause
Use of who - whom
Use of who - which - that

-5 Using 'Lag' word groups (participles and
6 Use of appositives

1 Sentence Fragments
2 Run-on sentences
3 Parallelism

.

gerund.

1 The end marks for the four types of sentences
2 Abbreviatims - punctuation of
3 Commas in Compound sentences
4 Commact after introductory words groups
5 Ccmmas in a series
6 Commas for interrupters
7 Commas in addresses and dates
8 Colons
9 Sami-colons

Unit 0

Lesson 1
Lesson 2
Lesson 3
Lesson 4
Lesson 5
Lesson 6

AO.

Apostrophes for showing ownership
.4ostrophes for missing letters
Possessive pronuns frm apostrophes)
Contractions - possessive nuns
Punctuation in direct quotations
The lndir'ect quote

1



.
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Unit 11

Lessen
Leon
Lew:on
Lesaon

Unit 12

Lesson
Leon
LWAX4
LOS83A
Lesson
Lesson
Leospri
Lesson
Lesson

1 Capitalization of
2 Cctipitalization of

Capitalizltion of
4. Capitalization of

IP

so

geographic'al names and group names
organizations and institutions
calendar items and brand names
titles and names

1 Ceatral Thome
rStatement va. inferonce
Fact vs. propyzaada

4 Implications
5 Auv.hor'a intention
6 Points of view
7 Lhin idea of a paragraph
S Figares of speech

.

9 Titles

Vocabulary Building.

Unit 14 Spelling
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Unit 1

Lesson
Lesson
Lest on

Unit

COURSE OF STUDY - MATH

Systems of Numeration

I Decimal System
2 Binary System
.3 Roman System

Basic- Operations of Arithmetic

Lei?.on 1 Addition - Subtraction
Le on 2 raaltiplition - Division

Unit

Lesson
Los son
Lesson
Lesson

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Unit 2

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Lesson
. ,

4.lesson

Lesson
.-..sesnon

Lsszon

. Let;icon.

Lef.lson.

3
4

9

3

Fractions

Equivaloncy of
Addition of - Subtraction of
naltiplication of
Division of

Denominate Numbers

Conversion of denominate units
Additi= - Subtraction
NUtipacation - Division

Decimals

1 Addition - Subtraction
2 Multiplication - Division
3 The Micrometer
4 Conversion of fractiens to poi,. cents
5 Conversion of per cents to fractions

Per Cents

1 Nature of Percentage
2 Porcintage Problems

Fractional and Mixture Problems

Mature, of fractionTa parts
Findizz the base or whole
Mixti.L7e.Problems2

.r.,

Profit and Loss

Definitions
Profit and Loss Problems



,
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4.1

a

Unit 9

Lasso
Lessox
Lessor

a

II.

Interest Problems

1 Compound Interest
2 Compound interest Rate
3 Bank Discounts

Lesson 1
Lesson 2

Fait 3.14

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

Unit 12

Lesson
Lesson

Lesson
Lesson.

Unit 14._

Lesson
Lesson

Taxation .

Methods of Expressing Tax Rates
Computatikm of taxes, rates taxable amounts

Ratio and Proportion

1 Definitions
2 Tae thuds of solving proportions
3 Problems involving proportions

Work Problems

1 Equal Rates
2 Unequal Rates

Rate of Fill Problems

1 Single Process
2 4multaneous Process

Distance Problem

1 Combined Rates
2 Average of two rates

Geometric Figures

A. Two Dimensional figures (Area, Perimeters, Altitudes)

Lesson 1 Squares -. Rectangles - Parallelograms
Lesson 2 Triangle
Lesson 3 Pythagorean Theorem
Lesson 4 Square Roots
Lesson 5 Circles

B. Dimensional Figures

Luzon 6 Cubes - Rectangles - Parallolapipeds
Lesson 7 Cylinders
Lesson 8 Pyramids - Cones
Lesson 9 Spheres
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Unit 16

Lesson
Lesson

Unit 12.

Lesson
Lesson

Unit 18

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Less=
Lesson

Series

1 Arithmetic, Geometric and Miscellaneous Series
2-Sums of series

Exponenta and Scientific Ery6ation

1 Powers and Exponents
2 Scientific Flotation

Slide Rule

Algebra; Introduction to

1 Signed Numbers
.

2 Language or Mathematics
3 Equation in one unitzawn
4 Transpastion of formulae
5 Algebraic Expressions
6 Exponents and Radicals
7 Quadratic-Equations and Factoring

k.



A FEW QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

tlass 'room attendance compulsory?

Yes, and.it pres6nts a problem which we deal with in an unique manner. Just how do youforce a boy to attend classes? If by force you mean to pick him bodily and cart him
into class...then, of course we don't use force. Such action represents built-in failure.
Many boys have dropped out of formal schooling because such unsophisticated force had
been used on them in the past.

.W4 are engaged i

preparing them t
value of regular
Therefore, it is

equipping boys who possess no salable skills with training aimed at
gain and hold a Job, Under such a program we must teach them the

attendance, otherwise they don't figure to hold any job for very long,
important that they do attend classes, and we employ devices to induce

corpsmen to follow their prescribed schedules.

There are three pressures which we manipulate to encourage attendance at classes: the
pressure of a boy's ambition, pressure applied by his peers and, finally the pressure
of authority.

Staff Consultation Groups meet in one hour sessions each day to.chart a boy's progress.
The group includes his counselor, his group leader Can in-resident adult trained in either
sociology or psychology who has had prior experience working with groups.of boys and who
lives with a group in their dormitory), a section leader to supervisor of group leaders),
the boy's teachers and his instructors.

-If, for example, a boy in the cooking. curriculum absents himself from his reading classes,
that teacher so informs the others at the SCG. It may be decided that the pressure of
his ambition should be applied through his vocational instructor who may present the boy
with a difficult-to-read recipe to prepare. When the boy evidences difficulty,in reading
the.recipe, the instructor will then make a point of impressing him with the necessity
of facility in reading if he ever expects to become a cook.

The same technique would apply if the boy had cut his math classes. His instructor, after
. learning of the absences, may hand the boy a recipe for four servings and instruct him
to prepare for seventeen, illustrating the importance of math to a cook. _If the boy con-
tinues to cut classes, it may be the decision of those in the SCG to subject him to
pressure applied by his peers, the other members of his living group, through the de-
vice of having his group leader introduce the fact at a group interaction session. Such
sessions are held daily (except week-ends) from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., and involve all the
corpsmen of a living group and their group leader. The boys discuss their problems,
their fellows' problems, their desires, etc., under the subtle guidance of the group
leader.

The boys help each other during the sessions by pointing out shortcomings and suggesting
.solutions. They aLme aware of the necessity of keeping their public image bright, and they
don't hesitate to let one of their members know that they will brook no nonsense from
him which may tarnish that image.

When his fellows remind a boy that he volunteered for Job Corps in order to make some- ,

thing of himself? and they ask him how he'expects to be successful without attending
,c lasses, he is more likely to accept their criticism than he would be that of an adult.

The pressure of authority is brought into play in the event theta boy hasn't responded
Cavorably to the other pressures. First, the group with Witch he liven has authority to
withhold passes for off-site activities, assign extra duty, deny access to certain re-.

creational facilities and to recommend dismissals. :t shot id be noted that the Staff
Consultation Group has'the power of veto ovar punishment meted ou' by the corpsmen. they
may make It more or less harsh or may rescind it. The final authority, of course, rests!with the Center Director, who may as a final resort recomme=nd dismiss.s1 of the boy forI non-participation in the program.
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* *

Social Education

Here re some stc...tf2..inctiit.t; aboizt children which are not =plate,
. Each statemi%it bt...thavior problt:;ra. For ukzamplev

the first ot.: ;iii: ;1 say13.4, th-171.2.7. tho chUd who next:.s.r finichez; on
time. shot:IA.7 You. are to fin.2i.L-th th b7 describing what you
think would a the best of his particular 'oroblem.

lo I think ÷go child who azfr..:r finishes on time should
2. I think tle child 7.111.0 continually fights with other children should
3. I think t .t.:1 child who continually steals
J I think the child who bitao 'his finoumails should
5. I tlaiink th child who dayclrearas.most of the time thouid
6 I think child who n.3"0:.:4' on the tcacher should
70 I think the child who does his work over and over until it is just

right should
8. I

hiw

the thild.who nover works up to his capacity (ability) should
90 T th.irot thc..b child 7.,..i.ho ncv%.:Ir rays attention should

100 / think the child who is always lets should
11.. I think the child who alit...rays lios shoOd
120 2: think the child who alt..1.ays

..lr.

back to th teacher should
13. I think A."t.,zie child who is c.Nztally disco,zrag*,(1 should
14.. I think tha child quho contizazally silowz off in class should
150' I think the child who aluays feels that ever7one. is picking on

him should
160. 1 thira the child who loses his .tompan.. when he doss &t get his
: way should

.

17. I think the child who uzzas Ira lgar (dirty) langua.ge S h o u 1 d
3.8. I think the child who tries to cheat on exaiiis should
190 l think the child 'j ho is al y3 u-..1..haT)py and moody sktorIld
20e I think i,..v.A. child who Continzally plays truant (cuts school should....q

210 1 think the child IZI:20 is a bully zlioul.d
220 I think thy; child who Iznaz,7%;;.:.is sc.hooi matorials should
23. think tbG child who con:Lim:ally disob,zlys should
240 I think the child who is dislilliad by other children should
25. I thimk. the child who is timid r.,.ad shy should
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C-iminals Are 11t-afjo; Trot p=n. Part 2 by AiL

ikUords j
i

a should- uric Neu otic; Evalve; Crucial.

B-Uords U ed In a Sentence-
l.ost ary ImumLis, persozm receive mdiealhelp at a mental_hos2it-,'1.,..i. 0

2-A moth will evolve into butterfly in the sprinmtme... -3-Gettin two weokend passe a month is =2.cl:a to mvst Cc:lrpsmen.

C-Readins e.bection,- Ir4xoduct.t,r)n

II= does a nasty, trouble-zaking youngstfzr preAvn into a pr3-ie crimiaalT Where does he learn his trad0 Ti'ren is grad-uation day?

This uait describes or e the crucic,". exeriellcns which lead
a boy into a criminzi czreer. chE&zsez in 5e:f-imiace that av;:om-
pny the prograos of-this 4NoboO,Ti tc, the status cf a criminal
3Somebody4 appes.r to develop duting his interactiw wIth,the respon-
sible pdrsoas in his community .ibe74° e=mple4 the pieo, the si;hola

-the stores, etc.) Thlx;,, the bo:' who is fracuontiSr tad 'Don't be
a bid boy; very often ecmes to fell tIv-3,t, only by beiz% 7ery, torybad can he mintain his solf-resDect, dignity, and intc:Trity.

There are a nvmber of thorleo abgut how Deo?) le cwao. 10,* ro-fessional rft,
Inere widsnspread notien taat, povw..1r causes

crime; or the theo7y that neighborhods cause eirlmn4 uoithat
movic:s, TV: comic boolcs or radio crtLle z;tories ca.o crime; or 'oat
criminal associater?, (friends) cautle i,me; or thelit broken homk.s cz.use
crime; or th,-At izTowded cazuci-:.& These theories do Llt, ex-
pi4in wty mol:t,pecx people ne t c0 be4ome pmfersion.f.11 cl-iminals. Nor
do mst people from bad neizhborhwid e)r mont i3adivida5as of brf.2).en
homes, or most hourotics borome crimblais. crovded hausing d
crimp all Eskimos woad he or.l.minals, actually* very few are.

D-Underst;And%ng tha Above Refading Pasago TRUE FALSE
1-A Dernoes ide of hinsoll-is important in daterming whether
he will becoma a crimima or not.

2- P;dp vvsigrnoer -5d- L
nn tt

4 1..? ss *DC. 0.0 . me,
MV %3 4ps...7,4 ,

.p mazazines and ractio shows an
cf;Wss crime.

111101,011.11111m1111111.441111

IMPIMM1414no

41111.1191111=.11100.1

4-Brok= 113r.as ca USG crime.
5-Crivildcd hov.si4s caw.e crime.
6-One re,aGa a person goes into"Wim"Iis

4Sociebodv.'

1110M1141^11110.1.1rderelftragelb

4... ,"; : befi.1.74113,t Ching

evolve

neurotic

crime rAnd violance

4at C 11 be

1.41=Ortant4
4..4aPiO EICt mean to scmeb3dy

3change
4-tizos gt! round and vc,uad
5-mentally ills but can be cu're.4

F- mall your o= kmwt4ge, name three c;Ause. is the
back if "-%u neld more room. There is no credit 2o3 this rte
You do not have to anuwer thic part if you 1 a not wish to.
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TO:

FROM:

'SUBJECT.:

Academic Staff

D;;- Information

z

am

.

.

Who may enter the G.E. D. program?

A. Any student with a 9.0 reading level and a total battery grade level of 9.5.
Levels refer to the CAT test scores.

Any student recommended by his teacher who feels that he is capable of
doing the work even if his CAT scores are lower than those given in part A.

How does one go about entering the program? -

Alt teams will have G.E.D. applications in their possession. This application
s °WI be completed and returned to the G.E.D. department. An interview
will then be scheduled for the student.

Haw long will it take the applicant to complete the G.E.D. course?

'The G.E.D. course is an accelerated program in English, math and reading.
It is a four month program. A detailed course of study is available and may bereceived upon request.

4. If a student fails the G.E.D. test, can he repeat the course?

If a student fails the G.E.D. test, his test scores will be reviewed by the G.E.D., staff. The staff will then determine the appropriate action to be taken. Repeti-
tion of the course of specialized tutoring are among the possibilities.
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KILMER RECEPTION CENTER

EVENING GROUP DISCUSSIONS

TWO WEEK PROGRAM
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TENTATIVE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM FOR EVENING MEETINGS

Rationale

Each night of the week; Monday through Thursday, from 8:00 PM to 9:30 PM

and on Sundays from b.:30 PM to 8:00 PM, the Group Leader will present an outlined

program of discussion. It will be necessary for the GrOup* Leader, by the lucidity

and cohesiveness of his presentation, to stimulate discussion. The discussions are

designed to act as a motivating and learning process for the new enrollee. It is

most important that right from the onset the enrollees are presented with the most

serious problems for discussion.

The enrollee for the most part has come from a severely deprived background,

has had few success experiences, often has a hard, cynical view of life and brings

with him many personal prejudices. It is the Group Leader's task to begin to lay

open these problems in the group meeting. The Group Leader will use the outlines

as strict guides and will encourage participation by all members of the group. The

Group Leader thus guides the discussion and at the end of the meeting asks for or

gives the meaning or purpose in the form of a summary. Once again then the

discussion, no matter how well outlined, depends heavily on the resourcefulness and

presenration of the Group Leader.
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DISCUSSION TOPICS
1

I. Why We Are Here

11. Our Fears and Prejudices

III. Dealing with our Anger

IV. Our Needs and Satisfying Them

V. How to Look at our Problems and Eventually Find Solutions

VI. Importance of Living in a Group

VII. Looking into the Future



DISCUSSION OUTLINES
ow.

KILMER RECEPTION CENTER - EVENING PROGRAM

DISCUSSION ONE

. I. TITLE: Why We Are Here

II. OBJECTIVE: This discussion should lead the enrollee to an understanding of why
he is in the Job Corps.

III. OUT1NE

A. The Job Corps offers a chance to change - for the better.

B. We are here because we need help; we also must learn to give help to one
another.

C. We must discuss our reasons for being here and learn to listen to the other
man's reasons also.

D. We must have respect for the authority of those who.are here to help us.

E. We cannot hesitate to discuss our fears and problems, for by doing so we

are helping ourselves.

E. Often by bringing out our own problem to the others in the group we gain
ide% s of help both for ourselves and for others.

IV. HINTS FOR PRESENTATION

Give the ordinary introduction you would give to any new group. Get them each

to say something about themselves, then ease into the discussion. Pick out
several points in the outline and present them to the group. Ask for opinion.
Use the more vocal boys to begin. Try not to stray from the topic: this is
important. Ask them how and why. Never let the discussion get out of hand or

to the point of anger and name calling. The Group Leader is the teacher; the
meeting is his classroom.

Run the full time, but try not to go too long over - ten minutes maximum. With
the help of the group, present a summary.

V. 'SUMMARY

This discussion stresses the word HELP:- How have we s!lovril this? Why is
helping import'ar.t?
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DISCUSSION TWO

I. TITLE: Our Fears and Prejudices

II. OBJECTIVE: To bring the enrollees' fears of differences out into the open.

III. OUTLINE

A. We are all from different areas and backgrounds, yet if we stop, listen,
nd look we will find many similarities. We can see the obvious differences
n the outside. Are there differences inside? Similarities?

B. We often tend to categorize people, i.e., place them in groups and judge
by what we believe is indicative of that group. This is hand in hand with
PREJUDICE - by which we pre-judge a person not looking at that person as
an individual. Most often our judgment of groups of people is based on
ignorance - we have heard; we have never really lived with or have known

o person we "suppose" is different from us.. It is further based on fear,
with the result that we never give ourselves a chance to know the other
man.

C. Look at the man ,next to you. Is his skin white, or is it black? Does he
speak differently than I do? Do these things bother me? Why? What do
I really know about this man?

D. We find by listening and then talking that the other man hopes, dreams,
loves, works, and fears much the same way as I do. What does this show us
about ourselves? About our fellow man?

E. We must meet this problem of who we fear, of who we pre-judge, and meet
it now. To learn respect and understanding for ourselves we must first have,
the same for other men, regardless of their color, speech, birthplace or
religious ideas.

IV. HINTS FOR PRESENTATION

This is the most important and urgent topic. Give an introduction by recalling
the summary of Discussion One and then lead into this topic. Mention that this
problem of fear and prejudice can wreck not only great nations but individual
people as well. Hate and contempt destroy. Your success in learning to help
overcome these feelings, will make your stay in the Job. Corps successful. We
may learn a trade, but if we don't learn the most important aspect Of living with
other men, than we heSve learned nothing.

4iia' a kz v."-Lk
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Where do our fears come from? What is prejudice? What does the word mean?
How do fear and ignorance harm us as a person?

I. TOP C: Dealing with our Anger

II. OBJECTIVE: To give the enrollee a better understanding of how to handle his
emotions.

III. OUTLINE.

A-.;- In the Job Corps we have a "no touch" program - therefore

B. Anger has some definite values, but on many occasions it is
meet frustrations. It tends to:

1. Alienate people
2. Waste energies
3. Cause illness, when uncontrolled
4. Leave you with a feeling of shame and guilt.

C. The mature person finds a way to avoid anger by:

no fighting.

a poor way to

1. Looking at the problem and asking why he is angry
2. Changing his viewpoint - trying to look at the problem from another

view
3. Finding a new response and avoiding the stimulus to anger.

D. It is not best to prolong anger:

1. Get over anger quickly
2. Have a sense of proportion
3. Use your anger energy and control it or put it into another outlet.

IV. HINTS FOR PRESENTATION

By now you can use the group for examples on topics such as this one. Tie this
discussion in by reviewing the last topic (number two) and then balance it with
this one. Explain sanctions and how they are used and why: generally to
control anger.
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V. SUMMARY

What home problems often cause' anger in you? Give examples of some
occasions where you would have been better off if you had avoided anger
Nome wayi in which a person in this age group can work off anger.

DISCUS ION FOUR

I. TOPIC: Our Needs and Satisfying Them

II. OBJECTIVES: To lead the enrollee to the understanding that all of us have

certain very basic and very important psychological (explain)

needs which must be satisfied for our mental well being.

III. OUTLINE

A. One of our basic needs is the need for security.

1. Not only is.the actual security important to us, but the sense of

security.
2. The need for security affects our behavior in many ways.

B. Another need we have is to feel a sense of worth. We need respect and

appreciation.. We need to be recognized for our accomplishments and

successes. We like to be associated with groups, and with the things that

have prestige.

C. Some of our other most important needs are those for religion, for having a

philosophy of life and, very important, those needs for freedom and

independence.

1. Freedom and independence come only through respect for the laws of

society. Without this respect, we cannot have personal freedom.

IV;;- HINTS FOR PRESENTATION

Explain how each person has needs, sometimes, not always, the same. Many

have different intensities of needs. Tie in with previous discussions and show

how our needs for even "harmful" things can be turned into good use.

V. SUMMARY

What are some of our basic needs? How do we satisfy them? Mention how our

needs are most often what we think we need and not what will be beneficial for

us.
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DISCUSSION FIVE

I. TOPIC: How to Look at our Problems and Eventually Find Solutions
ea

OBJiCTIVES:

1. To bring the enrollee to an understanding of how to look at problems, to
recognize superstitions and other unfounded beliefs.

rr

2. To carefully analyze opinions, ideas, and suggestions. To keep an open
mind, suspend judgment, and change opinions in the face of compelling
evidence.

III. OUTLINE

A. The freedom to solve our own personal problems is one of the most cherished
- privileges we have in this country. To use it properly, we must recognize

that we do have problems and that we need help in solving these problems.

B. As human beings, we are subject to look at things without investigating
them. We have prejudices; we make hasty comparisons; we assume too
much; and we most often come to very quick conclusions.

C. To help look at our problems, we must first of all find out what the probleM
is, determine the causes, collect information, see what solutions are open -
not from just my side, but other sides as well, and then select one of these
solutions.

D. The most important thing to do is to take action on the problem, not to
ignore it. Problems generally come many times in the same way.. Therefore,
it is most important to meet our problems head on and at least make an
attempt to find answers to them.

IV.' HINTS FOR PRESENTATION

This discussion is an excellent opportunity for the Group Leader to recall the
problems which have brought the enrollees to the Job Corps. No enrollee can
say that he has no problem, for that is one in itself. Further, by this time there
should have been a number of instances within the group which.will serve as
examples of the problems we have with one another. Select one of these;
discuss it.; analyze it; get the enrollee to offer possible solutions; then find out
if any action was taken, and if so, do we now feel it was the right action?

V. SUMMARY

What are some of the problems we've had so far? Do we always look at our
problems? Have we made a good attempt to learn how to solve our problems?
What are some of the effects: that problems car. Have on our lives if we cle not
attempt to meet them?



D ISCUSS1 N SIX

I. TOPIC Importance of Living in a Group

II. OBJEC IVE: To show the enrollee the importance of learning how to live in

a group, so that he may later live in society.

III. OUTLINE

.8

A. The life we have now as a group has special meaning, for it is the foundation

for our living and working in society.

B. We have seen so far that as an individual we have certain responsibilities.

Now we are seeing our duties and helping one another within our group.

C. Group living has shown us that we must care for our own personal hygiene,

for. our own safety, for our own health. By doing this we help the rest of

the group and are better able to lend our assistance to the less capable

members of our group.

D. By all working together, we can see how well our dorm has been run. It is

clean; it is reasonably quiet when it should be; rules and regulations are

observed by all; and for this reason we can see that when a rule is broken .

a sanction must be imposed.

E. We see how unruly it would be if there were no regulations to guide us.

Take a look at our fire regulations; at our regulations for rising and going

to bed.

IV.- HINTS FOR PRESENTATION

As in all of the previous discussions, we have built on.what we said before.

Tie in Discussion Five with group living. Emphasize the need to begin to have

trust in those who live with you. Emphasize that trust cannot be developed un-

less all are willing to do the job, e.g., resist temptations to steal, to get

angry, to fight, to do those things which you know would cause trouble for

others.

V.- SUMMARY

How do we help ourselves by living in a group? Name some ways in which we

can help our fellow enrollees. Do we have any duty to try to help them? If

not, why not? Emphasize always two words: "TRY" and "HELP". With these

two words in use, you will be successful on the job.
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DISCUSSION SEVEN

I. TOPIC: Looking into the Future

II. OB ECTIVE: To prepare ourselves for the work ahead in the Job Corps, so
that we will take with us the most we can for life in the world.

III. OU1ILINE

A. We have just begun here at Kilmer to see some of the problems which we
are going to have to face if we are to help ourselves. We should look
now at how we can best prepare to get the most from not only our job skill,
but also from our relations with the Corpsmen and staff with whom we come
in contact.

B. We must again look at why we are here,. determine to rid ourselves of
those things which have kept us from going forward.

C. We should be aware now of some of our fears, prejudices and needs. This,
however, is only a beginning, for we must work hard on all of these things
just as we are working hard at learning a trade.

IX- If we learn to take care of some of our own problems, we should be obit to
learn our trade better and thus get that good job that we need.

We are becoming men now and will soon be faced with many responsibilities,
such as our job, family, finances, and many others. The Job Corps is
designed to show us how to accomplish these things in the best way. It
requires us to at least make the effort to "try". If we try, we will get
help, and because we have gotten help, we must learn to share it by
he others.

IV. HINTS FOR PRESENTATION

This is the last discussion, therefore, I would briefly go over what we have
already discussed or pick out something which you feel will be needed and use
the time for this. Stress the importance of their at *least giving it a try always,
no matter how difficult it may become. The people in the Job Corps are not
interested in your past; they are interested in what you do with your chances
here and what you do in the future. Don't be afraid to ask for help, for help
is the key word of the Job Corps.

V. SUMMARY

Have we received any helpsince we've been here? What is some of that help?
Have we given any help? If so, how? Have we rcaliy taken an interest in the
job we have to do? If not, bow can we helo ourelves gain interest?



BIG BROTHER'

PURPOSE: To instill in the new enrollee
a personal sense of care from a stranger.
The Big Brother also makes him feel
welcome and tends to help him adjust to
his new way of life.



BIG BROTHER

PROCEDURE: First Day and Week .

. WI at Kilmer .Job Corps Center..
Taken to Orientation Dorm.

Greeted by Lead Corpsman and Group Leader.
..Issued sheets, blankets, locker, lock'and assigned to

a bed by the Group Leader or Lead Corpsman.
.

Personnel records of each Corpsman made at the
screening agency are collected by the Lead Corpsman.

All weapons are collected (knives, guns, chains, etc.)

ei
Lead Corpsman shows new enrollees how to fill out

forms on p rsonal data forms on personal data for Group Leader.
Lead Corpsman then ex;.'ains rules and regulations of

the dorm and of the Center.
The Lead Corpsman takes the new enrollees on a

tour; the dormitory, then the Center..
Everywhere the new enrollee goes he is escorted by a Lead

Corpsman: somewhat as a personal guide.

Second Week
After one week of orientation the new enrollee is now

ready to be put into a permanent dorm:
The Group Leader finds out where the vacancies are

and notifies the other Group Leaders of the dorms.
The Group Leader then assigns the number of Corpsmen that

he is going to receive to go meet the new enrollee.
The older Corpsmen go to the Orientation dorm and

greet the new enrollees. Each older Corpsman then becomes the "Big Brother" of the
new Corpsman he has met. They go to the permanent dorm where the older Corpsman

'(Sig Brother) helps the new Corpsman unpack. He then orientates him to the rules and
regulations of the dormitory and introduces him to everyone in the dorm.

The Big Brother stays with the new enrollee for one month
or longer. His main function is..to keep him occupied and to answer all of the
questions asked by the new enrollee.

The dormitory procedure is explained such as group
meeting (functions, etc.), cleanup; fire watch, etc. The social functions are also
introduced to help the new enrollee feel more at ease.

The Big Brother actually re-orientates the new enrollee to
the general operation of the Center and the rules and regulations governing the
Center.

EXAMPLE: Dinner hours, class, pay-day, clothing
procedure.

The Big Brother also explains the peer group process and
what the purpose of group meetings is.

He lets it be known that every Corpsman is responsible for
and to his fellow Corpsmen on and off the Center.
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FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Kilmer Job Corps Center

INTER-OFFICE MEMO

TO:

0

FROM:

Distribution

SLIE3JEC1r: Procedures Standards for Behavior/Dress

The Corpsman House of Representatives has prepared and distributed a
Corpsman Code of Conduct (11 October 1965) and a Kilmer Handbook.
These .booklets should be quite helpful to you in making your personal
life at Kilmer positive and rewarding. This memo deals specifically

. with Behavior and Appearance. Know and do what is right.

A. Behavior

Corpsmen are expected:

1. To have respect for and abide by the laws and

. regulations which govern your conduct both on
and off Center.

To have respect for the rights and privileges
of other people.

3. To have respect for human dignity.

More specifically:

1. Attendance at classes and group meetings is
mandatory.

2. Use of authorized entrances and exits is mandatory.

3. Respect for human dignity and for the rights and
privileges of others is mandatory.

4. Respect for the laws of the land is mandatory.

&planation and Penalty:

a. Unauthorized absences from class, group meetings
or from the Center during free time will not be
tolerated and will result in disciplinaryactIon
up to and including dismissal from Kilmer Center.
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Bt Appearance

2

1

Going through, over and under fences will not be
-tolerated and will result in disciplinary action
up to and including dismissal from Kilmer Center.

Having respect for human dignity, respecting the
rights and privileges of others and respecting
the laws of the land are in many ways one, and the
same thing because they all involve human relation
ships and. human problems. As a group in a free
society we simply cannot tolerate criminal acts
such as thefts, assaults on others, destruction of
property, drunkeness and disorderliness, use of
narcotics, the bringing of alcoholic beverages or
narcotics onto the Center. Neither can we tolerate
refusal to abide by such simple rules as those
governing conduct in the dining hall. Actions
described above will result in disciplinary action
up to and including dismissal from Kilmer Center.

On the Center Dress:

14 Pant f:

a) Blue jeans must be clean and pressed.
b) Bermuda shorts are permissible but cannot be worn

to vocational shops unless instructors give consent.
c) No personal alterations are acceptable.

-2: Shoes

a) Boots, shoes or sneakers must be polished or clean
and tied. Where safety standards are necessary
sneakers may not be worn to vocational shops.

3.. Shirts

a) Shirts whether khaki or dress must be.pressed.
b) Tee shirts may be worn if clean and tucked in trousers.
c) Shirts must be buttoned and tucked inside pants. Ponchos

or box back shirts may be worn outside pants.
d) Sweaters are acceptable.
e) No personal alterations are acceptable.
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Hair

a) Hair dust be cut, combed and brushed - long
hair styles and beards are not acceptable.

b) Corpsmen may wear a mustache, but it must be
kept trim and neat.

c) Head rags, bandanas, face cream and stocking caps
may only be worn inside dorms, and within the

dormitory area.

General

a) Off-Center attire must be worn to Center shows.

b) Destruction of government propert4, (includes--

writing on sweatshirts, cutting sneakers, shirts,
pants and changing patterns of Job Corps coats) is

not acceptablel.
c) Showers should be taken each day.

d) Teeth should be cleaned twice daily.

e) Fingernails must be trim andclean.
f) Sunglasses may be worn in buildings only if

medically prescribed. (Exception: Dorm)

Off the Center Dress:

.1. AU clothes must be neat and clean.

a) A shirt, tie and coat must be worn to dances.

b) Clean blue jeans are allowed when :Leaving the center.

c) No boll bottoms may be worn off Center.

d) No Tee Shirts may be worn off Center, without a covering
buttoned shirt.

e) Clothing standards may be raised for field i,rips by

the chaperon.

2. Shoes

a) Boots may be worn only during the winter months.
They mwd% be shined, laced, and tied.

b) Shoes must be shined, liced, and tied.

3. General

a) Hair'cut and face clean shaven at all times.
. Nception: 4 b)
b) See On Center Dress for additional information.

4.
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KILMER JOB CORPS CENTER
EDISON; N. J.

CODE OF BEHAVIOR & APPEARANCE

I c e to Kilmer Job. Corps Center to have the chance to improve
mfrs f, to improve my education and to learn a skill so that I can
get and hold a job and be a good citizen in my country. To do
this I must attend classes and group meetings daily; always do my
best to learn, dowhat is right at all times and help myself and
others.

I must be a good citizen whenever I leave the center on field trips,
on pass, or on leave; I must remember that I am a guest of the
people in the towns I visit. I must always act right so that
everyone will know I am pleased to be their guest and proud to be
a memberofothe Job Corps.

I must obey the behavior and appearance rules established by my
House of Representatives and Kilmer Center and the laws of communities
and states I visit. I have been given the rules; I understand
them. I will accept discipline if I break a rule. I know I may
be dismissed from Kilmer Center and Job Corps for poor performance
or committing certain serious offenses on or off the Center. I

will try to become a successful graduate.

DATE
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into one of

A mature yo
meetings.

111r7r1.114.41,11.1?!.!!MrErn

EVALUATION OF 2016-A

(N): Positive attitude toward . program and should de;ielop
he most outstanding "lead" Corpsmen.

Jng man and carries himself as such. Takes an active part in all group

(W): Wishy-washy - is positive with himself but negative to other
corpsmen. Considers help from other Corpsmen as an imposition on his personality
(riding him or trying to show him up, however, he reacts to a strong authoratitive
figure in a positive manner).

.(W): Needs watching in that he has shown strong homosexual tendencies
and we cit.: aware (from past experience) that most homos are positive only to
themselves and their needs..

. )

(N): Strong, quiet young man with a potential of becoming a lead
Corpsman. LitcTbe reassured of his positive attitude from time to time from his

, Group Leader. .

.

(S): Outstanding positive attitude about all things. Eager to become
active in the Program. Takes an active and cooperative part in all
designated duties in the Dormitory. Gets along with everyone.

(S): Positive reaction to . and contributes in all group meetings.
.R3TarGroup Leader's image as a personal guide line.

(N): Quiet and unassuming, cooperates on all levels, when making
contributions in group meeting.his reaction is positive. He is witty but does not .

like to trade verbal blows with unworthy opposition, hence he is reserved with
untimely chit-chat.

-.:*:. ..(N): Indifferent to most things and needs constant reminder: about personal
behavior and attitude. He looks up to a strong authorative figure.

(N): Clean-cut in appearance and possesses a mature outlook to
;ter. Corpsmen's problems. _Very direct and unerring in approach to all things at
this point. Could become one of the best leads in camp.

(N): Humorous, witty, and honest with a deep rooted personal
responsi i ity to fellow Corpsmen. Cannot be coerced into petty moves by "weak
sisters".

.

; .

14
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S. Kornhaus
L..Rullock

.

"

-

.EVALUATION
2016-A

These seven corpsmen exhibit similar traits in their positive attitudes toward group
living and other aspects.of the Job Corps. Their weakness.as individuals may be
easily seen by their lack of total interaction. Their evident weakness could very

.well make them susceptible to intimidation from stronger corpsmen.

:

i:=11
(14
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CORPSMAN EVALUATION .

se

(w)

He remained one night and immediately went AWOL.

He remained three days and wnt AWOL on 5/7. His
neagativeness toward the program is very evident.

These two individuals were inseparable. They seemed
apathetic. They didn't exhibit any strong positive nor
negative attitudes.

seemed to possess a positive attitude toward the
program . He is reserved, yet very articulate in relating
his thoughts.

I

. .11



CORPSMEN EVALUATIONS
2015-A

April 25, 1966

These Corpsmen all showed very positive qualities toward
the Kilmer concept and displayed it by cooperating to the
fullest with the Group Leaders and their fellow Corpsmen.
All were very outstanding and readily stood out from just
the average Corpsm-n.

. All of the listed Corpsmen here are positive but not overly
cooperative as the above group They can be depended
upon to do whatever they are told but some will complain
and try and present an excuse to get out of the given
situation. However, if there is no escape possible this
group will give one-hundred percent cooperation.

These Corpsmen are borderline cases and Could be very
positive or very negative. They are cooperative but must
be reprimanded occasionally to keep them in line.

-These three Corpsmen are manipulatOrs and must be
reprimanded constantly. They will try and manipulate
other Corpsmen by threats, gambling, beating, or whatever
means necessary. They must be watched constantly .

-wa,,oIw



Evaluation Report
. Dorm. 2015713

R. Walters
Group Leader.
5/9/66

. '

- cooperative individual; somewhat shy and reserved. (N)

2. - somewhat school boyish; but definitely a positive asset. Has a
.frien ly mannerism. (N)

- cooperative but has to be guided at the beginning. (N)

4. . -- extremely positive individual who responds well to the.104mer
atmosphere. Physically outstanding and is able to use his stature for constructive
purpOses. (N

5. - negative, hostile attitude. Has to be constantly told what to do.
However, he could be an asset with a little motivation on his part. (N).

quiet individual who appears to respond well to dorm living.
. Very cooperative. Unfortunately, he contacted swollen glands and had to be
sent to the.infirmary before I could attain a final evaluation. (N)

. 7., - cooperative individual who responds well to group living. (N)

8.
tion. (N)

shy, quiet individual . Was unable to obtain complete evalua-.

9. - very helpful person, but is little hesitant to commit himself
totally to the otmosphere. (N)

10.
hesitant. (N)

- unobstructive but not completely won over as yet. Very

1 . - positive asset who should he able to vanguard any group.
Eager to learn. (N)

a.
12. - slow but not obstructive. Appears unmotivated at this point. (N)

p
13. c),_ = - hostile, belligerent individual who is constantly stirring up

discontent. Recommend that he be sent home before starting further trouble.
Definitely not group material . (N)

,

al.1.1,11.11111.1711minnoW
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.1 continually a source of agitation and turmoil . Has hostile
attitude and often is insubordinate. Again, recommend his dismissal. (N)

- appears cooperative. (W)

. - friendly individual who responds well . However, wants to be
ated.

15. .
16.

term;

: 17. - very helpful person who appears to respond well to group
atmo here. A bit silly at times but still a positive asset. (N).

18. . - a bit reluctant to obey directive but appears eager to learn. (N)

19. . - .friendly and eager individual who remains somewhat uncertain
as to why he is at Should be positive asset. (N)

20. - cooperative, but noisy individual .

21. - somewhat slow mentally, but willing to work hard. Positive
attitude toward . (W)

. 22. - immature boy who wants to learn, but misses his family.
. Extremely capable but will have to mature further. (W)

23. - cooperative and friendly. Appears eager to learn. (W)

24... - Outstanding. Devours every piece of literature that is given 'to
him. Extremely eager to get ahead but lacks tie education. Positive asset.

25. - eager to learn; cooperative. .(W)

26. . - completely positive individual . Very willing worker who obeys
direCtives. (W)

27.' - somewhcit hostile. Southern extraction within causing racial
bigotry withott. Could be troublesome. (W)

28. . - relative of . Same negative characteristias. Had .

great deal of trouble with . Extremely beligerent. (W)

29. - plans to terminate. Bigot, but is very cooperative while in the
dorm. (W)

- bosom friend of Extremely narrow minded individual
. who plans to terminate. Cooperative, but highly introverted. Mental process is

slaw and often vague.


